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Abstract
With the increasing demand for freedom of part design in the industry, additive manufacturing
(AM) has become a vital fabrication process for manufacturing metallic workpieces with high
geometrical complexity. Among all metal additive manufacturing technologies, wire arc additive
manufacturing (WAAM), which uses gas metal arc welding (GMAW), is gaining popularity for
rapid prototyping of sizeable metallic workpieces due to its high deposition rate, low processing
conditions limit, and environmental friendliness. In recent years, WAAM has been developed
synergistically with industrial robotic systems or CNC machining centers, enabling multi-axis
free-form deposition in 3D space. On this basis, the current research of WAAM has gradually
focused on fabricating strut-based wire structures to enhance its capability of producing lowfidelity workpieces with high spatial complexity. As a typical wire structure, the large-size freeform lattice structure, featuring lightweight, superior energy absorption, and a high strengthweight ratio, has received extensive attention in developing its WAAM fabrication process.
However, there is currently no sophisticated WAAM system commercially available in the
industry to implement an automated fabrication process of wire or lattice structures. The
challenges faced in depositing wire structures include the lack of methods to effectively identify
individual struts in wire structures, 3D slicing algorithms for the whole wire structures, and path
planning algorithms to establish reasonable deposition paths for these generated discrete sliced
layers. Moreover, the welded area of the struts within the wire structure is relatively small, so the
strut forming is more sensitive and more easily affected by the interlayer temperature. Therefore,
the control and prediction of strut formation during the fabricating process is still another industry
challenge. Simultaneously, there is also an urgent need to improve the processing efficiency of
these structures while ensuring the reliability of their forming result.
In this thesis, the strut-based WAAM fabrication strategies were proposed and explicitly adapted
to fabricate freeform parts with wire structures composed of multiple struts. Contributions in this
work include: (i) The study of bead modelling, which establishes the optimal welding parameter
selection for the deposition process. The experiments carried out also verified the reliable
engineering strength of WAAM-fabricated struts; (ii) The novel manufacturing strategy and
detailed fabrication procedures, including the adaptive slicing and height control system, the
collision-free deposition sequence generation and optimization, the process visualization module,
etc.; (iii) The strut formation control and processing time optimization especially for lattice
structures, carried out by establishing the strut-based finite element model and temperaturegradient-based deposition sequence strategy for numerical simulation of thermal processes in
WAAM, of which was calibrated and validated experimentally. Some wire structures have been
fabricated automatically using CAD models as inputs. These exercises demonstrate that the
proposed strut-based fabrication strategies contribute to producing practical wire structures and a
highly automated WAAM system for industrial application.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
In this chapter, the thesis briefly introduces the additive manufacturing technology used in the
research, namely wire arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) technology. The research scope of the
thesis is to use WAAM to fabricate freeform wire-structure parts or lattice structures. The main
components, development status, and practical applications of these structures are also introduced
in this chapter.

1.1.1 Wire arc additive manufacturing

Today, continually increasing demand from industrial sectors calls for the innovative
manufacturing process to access a high fly-to-buy ratio [1] for the rapid product or free-form
creating part models and prototypes development [2]. Additive manufacturing (AM) technology
[3], as a promising alternative method for rapid prototyping, has gained worldwide popularity over
the past few years due to its potential to be cheaper and have fewer restrictions in comparison to
traditional subtractive manufacturing processes [4]. Presently, AM technologies have been
successfully applied in many industrial sectors, providing invaluable aid to product manufacturing
and services [5].
Wire arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) [6] is a wire-based emerging directed energy
deposition (DED) additive manufacturing technology driven by gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW,
also known as TIG) or the gas metal arc welding (GMAW, also known as MIG) process [7].
WAAM utilizes an electric arc as the power source, providing high heat input and deposition rates
[8]. Due to its rapid free-form prototyping capability [9] and simplistic equipment setup [10], it
has become a promising alternative for manufacturing large-scale metallic components with
medium-to-high geometrical complexity [11], particularly in aerospace, automotive, and rapid
tooling industries [12].
The schematic example of a GMAW-driven WAAM system built by Xiong et al. [13] is shown in
Fig. 1. 1. It can be seen that all its processing devices (welder, protect gas cylinder, kinematic
device, etc.) have high discretization in spatial layout. Considering the extremely low
environmental requirements of the processing equipment (welding torch, welding machine) and no
special clamps needed to be used in the WAAM process, this kind of manufacturing system can
easily setup and fabricate large metal structures up to several meters in size [10] without designing
and employing expensive special processing envelopes and facilities.
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Fig. 1. 1. A schematic example of the setup of a WAAM system.

Since the processing equipment (welding torch) of the WAAM process can be clamped on an
industrial robot or CNC machine with a high degree of freedom (DOF), it can realize the layer-bylayer deposition process at an arbitrary angle in 3d space [14]. The mature design concepts and
layouts of robotic WAAM systems or CNC-based WAAM systems have been reported in multiple
studies [15–20]. Fig. 1. 2 shows an example of a robotic WAAM system with a complete
processing planning, control, and monitoring module, which is used for the research and industrial
production at the material research laboratory (MRL) at University of Wollongong (UOW) [10].

Fig. 1. 2. An example of WAAM system design concepts in University of Wollongong [10].

Followed up by integrating computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) and digital twin frameworks,
WAAM has also evolved into an intelligent additive manufacturing system, realizing a visualized
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process and control flow synchronously, as reported by Wang et al. [21]. In the product design
stage, WAAM simulation technology is also well developed to predict the forming results of the
workpiece and avoid possible welding defects.
In recent research, Suárez et al. [22] developed a monitoring method to obtain unique fingerprints
of parts to avoid the propagation of defects during the manufacturing period, and the matrixmanufacturing strategy was used as an efficient alternative method to increase productivity and
reduce the energy consumption for continually processing multi-duplicate parts, which makes
intelligent WAAM more flexible and practical.
Recent studies also show practical applications of this process in the field of construction. Kloft et
al. [23] proposed a novel strategy for producing the reinforced concrete elements in combined
additive manufacturing. Gardner et al. [24] proposed the systematic safety verification method for
additively manufactured large-scale metal structures. On this basis, Laghi et al. [25] conducted a
detailed study on the properties of the WAAM-produced material and calibrated its mechanical
properties and partial safety factors, which further improved the practicability of WAAM
processing.
In addition to selecting WAAM as the experimental processing method, the research will also
make an attempt to optimize the existing intelligent system of WAAM to enhance its adaptability
to workpieces with complex structures and realize an automated WAAM system for workpieces
from CAD input to the final product.

1.1.2 Freeform wire-structure parts

This section elaborates on the research status of wire structure processed by WAAM. Since lattice
structure has moderately played a pivotal role in the industrial field, this thesis considers it a
structure juxtaposed with the importance of wire structure for detailed review. Furthermore, in
some sections, the lattice structure will also become the research focus to specifically enhance the
practicality and robustness of using WAAM to manufacture it.

A. overviews of wire structures
As WAAM has generally been implemented in manufacturing large-size metallic solid structures
or thin-walled structures, this manufacturing process has also been extended towards the
manufacture of freeform wire-structure parts [26]. Laghi et al. [27] also demonstrated that WAAM
has the potential to change the current design and manufacturing methods of steel structures via
exhibiting the large-scale WAAM-produced diagrid column to the public.
Wire structures, skeleton-like components made up of a network of interconnected struts, have
been used to make a wide array of components ranging from intricate decorative items to
lightweight structural members for art crafts and buildings, as shown in Fig. 1. 3 [28]. They are
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becoming more widely used in geometric design tasks to reduce a given component’s mass whilst
maintaining its structural and physical stability [29,30].

Fig. 1. 3. Wire structures appear in art, architecture, geometric modeling fields, etc. [27].

Wire structure also shows its good practice in the field of construction. Dutch company MX3D
[31] presents the world’s first metal 3D printed bridge, arc bicycle, and many medium-to-large art
crafts, and some of them are shown in Fig. 1. 4. In the follow-up test of the bridge by Gardner et al.
[24], the test results explained that the wire structures could realize the lightweight of the structure
while ensuring the strength of the buildings. However, the manufacturing process of these
proposed products requires a lot of human intervention processes, and the automated processing
details are not clearly pointed out in the existing research.

Fig. 1. 4. Wire structure fabricated in real life, (a) MX3D metal 3D printed footbridge, (b) “Cucuy’’, Cocoon
shaped café, (c) dragon bench art craft, and (d) 3D Printed Arc Bike.
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Laghi et al. [27] recently exhibited the designed WAAM-produced diagrid column at “The Big 5International Building and Construction”, as shown in Fig. 1. 5. Application of the designed
diagrid column as support for tree-houses [27]. (a) Fabrication detail, and (b) the product in the
exhibition., thus showing that WAAM can realize large-scaled freeform wire structures without
almost any constraints in terms of geometry and dimensions.

Fig. 1. 5. Application of the designed diagrid column as support for tree-houses [27]. (a) Fabrication detail,
and (b) the product in the exhibition.

B. overviews of lattice structures
As a practical practice of the metallic wire structures, lattice structures are made up of periodically
repeating low-fidelity unit cells according to the specific array-order combination in three
dimensions [32], where each unit cell is formed by intersecting struts with specific process
parameters [33]. This kind of structure, featuring excellent characteristics such as lightweight,
explosion resistance, impact resistance, etc., has been widely used in the aerospace, shipbuilding,
and automotive industries [34]. Due to the limitation of WAAM processing accuracy, the research
only focuses on the manufacturing process of the strut-based lattice structure [35], in which all
struts have a uniform cross-section.
Currently, lattice structures consisting of well-performed three-dimensional truss cores with multifunctional topology have attracted progressively scholarly attention. These truss cores, such as the
tetrahedrons [36], pyramids [37], Kagome [38], and octahedral truss [39] shown in Fig. 1. 6 [40],
are now considered as alternatives for ultralight structures due to their open unit cells with high
energy-absorption capabilities and low energy utilized [41]. In addition, these kinds of types are
able to create robust or adaptive structures for multiple applications through changing parameters
of a single truss core [42].
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Fig. 1. 6. Examples of lattice structures with topological unit cell [40]. (a) Tetrahedral structure [36]. (b)
Pyramidal structure [37]. (c) 3D Kagome structure [38]. (d) Octet truss [39].

Currently, the fabrication methods of lattice structures mostly rely on traditional manufacturing
methods such as investment casting [43], punching-folding and piercing-expanding-folding [44],
electro-discharge machining [45], or the combination of these processes, as shown in Fig. 1. 7.

Fig. 1. 7. traditional manufacturing methods of lattice structures. (a) Punching-folding [43], (b) investment
casting, (c) piercing-expanding-folding [44] and (d) electro-discharge machining [45].

However, most of these traditional methods can only be applied to manufacture a specific type of
truss cores with complicated procedures. Additive manufacturing (AM) technology is now
progressively employed to fabricate lattice structures. Significant improvement in manufacturing
design freedom can be achieved due to the simplified processing procedures, especially for the
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lattice structures with complex topological truss cores [37]. In AM, the processing of aluminum
lattice structures has been well practiced using selective laser melting (SLM), as reported by
Maconachie et al. [46]. However, the high reflectivity of the aluminum alloy may cause uncertain
defects. Moreover, a closed and vacuum processing environment is required in the SLM, making it
difficult to process large lattice structures [47]. Therefore, there is an urgent need to process largescale lattice structures with the low-cost and easy-to-manufacture method.

1.2 Problem definition
Although the idea of fabricating wire structures in WAAM has been proposed for a while, at
present, there is no relatively complete system for automatically manufacturing this kind of
structure with stable formation quality and high processing efficiency.
Similar to thin-walled and solid structures fabricated using WAAM, the primary focus on
depositing wire structures is its process feasibility and product reliability, that is, establishing the
strut-based bead modelling. Compared with thin wall/solid structures that are deposited layer by
layer through the continuous overlapped weld beads, the wire structure is more like a structure that
is built up var point-by-point depositing in 3D space. The comparison of their formation results for
typical samples of these structures is shown in Fig. 1. 8.

Fig. 1. 8. Different WAAM deposition processes compared with simple wire structures and thin wall/solid
structures. Example: (a) A thin wall structure and the geometry of its beads under a single depositing [48], (b)
a bulk/solid structure and the geometry of its multi-beads under the multi-pass depositing process [49], and (c)
a single strut that makes up the wire structure [34].

Since the geometry of the strut-based workpiece is quite different from that of the continuous
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bead-based workpieces, it is impractical to directly apply the bead modelling results under the
continuous weld bead to strut-based workpieces. Therefore, the establishment process of strutbased bead modelling is an indispensable link to ensure the stability of the manufacturing process
of wire structures. Moreover, the use of different materials, different metal transfer modes, and
different welding parameters will significantly change the strut forming. There is currently no
literature pointing out commonalities in bead modelling for different materials as well as all other
welding factors. Therefore, before the actual manufacturing process for wire structures with userspecified materials, it is necessary to do a lot of bead modelling experiments to find out the
welding parameter specification band. Within this feasible welding parameter range, the
engineering strength of the fabricated struts also needs to be verified to ensure that they can be
genuinely used in the industrial field.
Another major challenge in fabricating wire structures using WAAM is the realization of its
automatic multi-directional slicing algorithms and path planning strategies. It is worth noting that
the existing WAAM systems for depositing thin walls or multi-wall solids structures are not
suitable for wire structures. A key difference is that the strut in the wire structure is self-supporting;
this structure does not require additional supporting structures during the manufacturing process.
However, the existing layer-by-layer slicing algorithm in WAAM is challenging to adapt to this
feature, thus resulting in poor slicing performance, as an example shown in Fig. 1. 9.

Fig. 1. 9. Slicing results for a strut-based sample via (a) layer-by-layer and (b) along the strut build direction.

Furthermore, the spatial configuration of wire structures is more complex than other structures.
Although some multi-directional slicing algorithms can be employed in generating sliced layers
for wire structure [50–52], there is still a lack of an automated process planning strategy that is
able to yield feasible sequences for the WAAM to fabricate wire structures with arbitrary
geometries without collision. Therefore, relevant processing strategies need to be proposed
urgently, particularly for wire structures.
In addition to establishing automated processing systems for wire structures, the strut forming
quality control and the processing efficiency improvement still need further study [53]. The
amount of heat input applied to the strut is closely related to its formation result. However, the
excessive heat input from multiple depositions in a short time can bring high-temperature
gradients and significant thermal stress to the workpiece, resulting in deformation of the formed
part [54–56]. Correspondingly, prolonging the processing time can stabilize the strut formation but
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result in longer manufacturing cycles. It is worth noting that WAAM is a nonlinear conduction
process, which involves multi-physics coupling. Therefore, it is challenging to monitor the quality
of the deposited workpiece or the interlayer temperature variation of the workpiece in real-time
through experiments.
Numerical modeling, such as finite element analysis (FEA), is a practical tool for investigating
WAAM process parameters and evaluating final product geometry and overall processing time
without conducting expensive and time-consuming experiments [57–59]. However, the current
research on the WAAM simulation process is limited chiefly to thin-walled structures or solid
structures. Due to the higher spatial complexity and low fidelity characteristics of wire structures
and lattice structures, the above FEM cannot represent the WAAM process designed to produce
such parts well. Therefore, establishing a numerical model to simulate lattice structure is still a
challenge and urgently needs to be solved.
In this thesis, a number of essential strategies for manufacturing metallic wire structures using the
point-to-point WAAM process, from bead modelling to the final torch-based deposition path
planning to strut formation control and process efficiency improvement, were proposed. The
developed methods aim to reduce processing difficulty and improve the overall efficiency in
manufacturing wire structures and lattice structures. The contributions are demonstrated by
fabricating several 2D and 3D wire structures and lattice structures via the proposed methodology.

1.3 Original contributions
Currently, there are two main gaps in the manufacture of wire structures; one is that the automatic
WAAM system of the wire structure is immature, and the other is that there is no established
method to evaluate the formation stability of the produced wire structures and to improve their
overall fabrication efficiency.
Therefore, the thesis developed an automatic WAAM system to fabricate wire structures with
arbitrary geometries, based on which a finite element model is used to provide quality control of
its strut formation and to optimize fabrication time over its manufacturing process. Here are three
main contributions yielded in the thesis:


Developed the strut-based bead modelling process.


A comprehensive strut-based bead modelling database was established to accurately
analyze and predict the relationship between the process parameters and the deposited
strut geometry.



The material properties of the as-built struts under various parameter combinations were
investigated to verify whether their hardness distribution and mechanical strength could
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meet the industry standard.


The established bead modelling provides guidance for the industry to select welding
parameters when using WAAM to manufacture strut-based workpieces. The material
property analysis of the strut has practically discussed its reliability in the industrial field
and put forward constructive suggestions for further optimizing its WAAM fabricating
process.



Developed the automated manufacturing strategy suitable for arbitrary-shaped wire structures.


An automated manufacturing program for fabricating components featuring wire
structure in a point-by-point manner was developed. This entire process is performed
automatically and hence contributes to the ultimate goal of producing a collision-free,
practical, and highly automated process planning system for industrial application.



The program has a well-preformed user-friendly visualization function. When
processing the wire structure, the operator can directly put it into the actual production
process without spending much time debugging.



The complete processing flow proposed by the developed first-of-its-kind program
enables the WAAM technology to process wire structures with low fidelity and high
spatial complexity. The proposed innovative method greatly expands the processing
range of WAAM, making it no longer limited to manufacturing thin-walled or solidstructured workpieces.



Control and prediction of strut formation and optimize the processing time.


The accurate three-dimensional strut-based finite element model was developed to
predict the temperature distribution during the WAAM process. Based on this, the
forming stability of ER 4043 aluminum alloy strut at different deposition times and their
corresponding interlayer temperature changes are studied to find the optimal welding
interlayer temperature.



The rapid two-dimensional finite element model was developed to decide the deposition
sequence of each strut with the actual manufacturing equipment kinematic limitations to
optimize the processing time while keeping its geometric formation stable.



The proposal of a strut-based finite element model is a pioneering contribution that fills
the vacancy of the WAAM simulation process in manufacturing strut-based workpieces.
The proposed rapid two-dimensional finite element model can generate an optimized
deposition path, especially for lattice structures, which can better optimize the
processing time for WAAM fabrication of strut-based workpieces, thereby improving
the competitive advantage of WAAM in manufacturing time.
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1.4 Chapter outlines
A brief summary of the contents of each chapter is given below:
Chapter 1. provides an overview of metallic additive manufacturing to wire arc additive
manufacturing to wire structures/lattice structures. Then the thesis discusses the problem
definition and highlights the original contributions.
Chapter 2. conducts a detailed and systematic literature review of the various existing studies on
the research status of metal additive manufacturing technology, as well as the existing studies on
the current development of the critical technologies in wire arc additive manufacturing.
Chapter 3. gives the experimental setup of the robotic WAAM system and CNC-based WAAM
system adopted in the thesis. This chapter also provides the definition of wire structure and the
research methodology.
Chapter 4. elaborates on the implementation of the strut-based bead modelling. The corresponding
strut geometric formation results are well investigated according to the designated process
parameter combinations. The study of the material properties of strut manufacturing by WAAM is
also described in this chapter.
Chapter 5. presents the developed strut-based WAAM process planning program in detail. Some
wire structures/lattice structures have been fabricated automatically using CAD models as inputs,
showing the validity and effectiveness of this proposed WAAM approach
Chapter 6. investigated the strut formation control and processing time optimization methods
based on the finite element method (FEM). A set of FEM simulating solutions applicable for
CNC-based WAAM of lattice structures were proposed to optimize the processing time while
keeping strut geometry stable.
Chapter 7. discusses the conclusion, existing issues as well as possible solutions, and
recommendations for future works.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Chapter introduction
In this chapter, the thesis presents a detailed and systematic literature review of the various
existing studies on the current development and research status of metal additive manufacturing
technology, especially wire arc additive manufacturing technology.
Considering that most of the WAAM experimental designs are carried out for thin-walled or solid
structures at this stage, the review of related literature is mainly to draw on their practical
experience in the setup and methodology of the experimental platform. Correspondingly, the
review of the manufacturing strategies proposed in the literature is mainly about the in-depth
investigation and innovation of their research ideas, and on this basis to find ways to adapt and
integrate them into the development of the fabrication strategies for wire arc additive
manufacturing of wire structures from CAD input to the finished product.

2.2 Additive manufacturing
Additive manufacturing (AM) technology, also known as layer manufacturing, refers to a
scientific and technological system that directly manufactures parts based on the principle of
layer-by-layer material accumulation and is driven by three-dimensional digital data of parts [60].
Additive manufacturing technology has received extensive attention in the manufacturing industry
since the last century and has achieved rapid development in the past 30 years [9]. Based on
different classification principles and understanding methods, additive manufacturing technology
also has various titles, such as rapid prototyping (RP), rapid manufacturing, and 3D printing
[61,62]. Nowadays, RP technology is well established for fabricating complex polymer prototypes
[63]. Its connotation is still deepening, and its extension is also expanding with the continuous
development of this technology.

2.2.1 Introduction to metallic additive manufacturing

As the most cutting-edge and challenging industrial manufacturing technology in the entire
additive manufacturing system, metallic AM is a significant development direction of advanced
manufacturing technology. In recent years, industries such as aerospace [64], automotive [65], and
rapid tooling [66] have increased the demand for manufacturing metallic parts with complex
shapes. Correspondingly, the research interest in additive manufacturing has also gradually
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traversed to fabricating these metal parts.
Metallic AM has two competitive advantages in fabricating metal products as an emerging
alternative manufacturing technology. One is its ability to rapidly prototype small-batch of
metallic products with customer-defined medium-to-high geometrical complexity, some of which
cannot be achieved through traditional manufacturing processes such as forging and casting [9].
The second is that it can achieve a high fly-to-buy ratio [67] when manufacturing expensive
materials such as titanium alloys and nickel alloys, thereby significantly improving its economic
benefits.
Compared with traditional subtractive manufacturing employed with CNC machining, metallic
AM can be better combined with embedded computer-aided design (CAD) or computer-aided
manufacturing (CAM) to achieve metallic parts design-to-manufacturing in a digital twin [68]
environment of full automation. Although CNC machining is also currently inherited from
CAD/CAM systems, for the scenes that need to manufacture workpieces with complex geometric
shapes, it requires multiple removal-reinstallation processes, resulting in high time costs and a
large amount of manual intervention [69].

2.2.2 Classification of metallic AM processes

AM systems can be categorized by material feedstock, energy source (electron beam, laser, arc,
etc.), build volume, and more [70]. A classification of some typical manufacturing systems
according to the feedstock types and feeding methods, as well as refer to ASTM standard [71], is
given in Table. 2. 1 [72–81]: (i) powder bed fusion systems, (ii) directed energy deposition
systems, (iii) sheet lamination systems, and (iv) binder jetting systems.
Table. 2. 1. Classification of AM system

Classification

Process

Material type

Powder bed fusion

Selective laser sintering (SLS) [79]

Metal powder

system

Selective laser melting (SLM) [78]

Metal powder

Electron beam melting (EBM) [80]

Metal powder

Directed energy

Wire arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) [81]

Metal wire

deposition (DED)

Laser-engineered net shaping (LENS) [77]

Metal powder

systems

Laser consolidation (LC) [76]

Metal powder
3

Sheet lamination systems
Binder jetting systems

Electron beam freeform fabrication (EBF ) [75]

Metal wire

Laminated object manufacturing (LOM) [74]

Metal laminate

Ultrasonic consolidation (UC) [73]

Metal foil

Inkjet 3D printing (3DP) [72]

Metal powder

The powder-feed/bed additive manufacturing technologies employing laser or electron beam
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equipment as power sources have recently been fully developed. The schematic diagram of their
processing system is shown in Fig. 2. 1 [70]. The whole process of material design, metallurgical
theory, and material properties characterization for depositing various metal powders using SLM
and EBM has been systematically described [82]. Correspondingly, a revolutionary manufacturing
concept has also been proposed for the availability of the commercial utilizing them. Chuna et al.
[83] gave high praise upon these kinds of additive manufacturing technologies, calling them a
“renaissance in manufacturing.”

Fig. 2. 1. Generic illustration of (a) the powder-bed system and (b) the powder feed system [70].

Table. 2. 2 [76,84–88] compares the essential characteristics of powder-feed/bed and wire-feed
AM processes. Powder-feed/bed-based processes have high manufacturing precision (

mm),

and the typical thickness of each deposition layer is generally 0.02~0.1 mm. Products
manufactured by these ranges of techniques have an extremely high surface finish that requires
almost no post-processing.
Wire feed-based processes use wire instead of metal powder as the supply material. In addition to
using lasers and electron beams, this process can also use arcs as a power source. Wire-fed
additive manufacturing can deposit 100% of the feedstock into the workpiece, and its deposition
efficiency can be as high as

[84], which is much higher than powder-based

processes, but with lower processing accuracy. Furthermore, these ranges of AM processes are
more environmentally friendly and operational safety. This is because the preparation and
recycling of metal powders have a significant impact on the environment, and exposure to
powder-environment can also pose risks to operators.
Table. 2. 2. Characteristics of some typical AM processes

Metal
type

Process

Layer thickness
(mm)

Powder

LC [76]

N/A

Wire

Deposition
rate (g/min)

SLM [87]

N/A

SLS [86]

0.1

EBM [88]

0.3

WAAM [85]

12

3

EBF [84]

N/A

330
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Dimensional
accuracy (mm)

Surface
roughness (mm)

Low

High

The employment of the additive manufacturing process requires a trade-off between high
deposition rates and high surface finish. Fig. 2. 2. shows some products processed with different
AMs as a function of deposition rate/part size and process resolution/geometric complexity. To the
high fabrication accuracy of SLM [89] and EBM [90], they are the first to be put into the
manufacture of lattice structures with specific mechanical, thermal and biological properties [89–
95]. It is worth noting that powder-based AM processes can also manufacture large workpieces.
However, their deposition rates and material utilization are extremely low, making it impossible to
produce large parts economically. Large workpieces generally require the use of metal wire
instead of powder for the depositing process, as the metal wire is less challenging to obtain and
more cost-competitive than metal powder.

Fig. 2. 2. Comparison of fabrication resolution and deposition rate between AM processes. (a) Titanium
lattice structure with EBM [90]; (b) Square lattice structure with SLM [89]; (c) Single octet-truss unit cell
with EBM [91]; (d) Aluminum compression cubes with SLM [92]; (e) IN-625 sample with LC [76]; (f) 2219
Al airfoil with EFB3 [84]; (g) Large workpiece with WAAM [85]; (h) Large workpiece with wire-fed LAM
(AeroMet) [96], and (i) the workpiece after surface post-machining.

2.2.3 Additive manufacturing processing issues

Although there are differences between different AM processes, their processing flow is basically
similar, as shown in Fig. 2. 3 (a) [97]. AM also faces common material problems such as porosity
or oxidation like traditional casting, forging, and other processing methods. Due to the high
temperature required to melt the metal, defects such as residual stress, crack, or deformation needs
to be overcome during processing.
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Sames et al. [98] elaborated on the relationship between manufacturing science, product formation,
and processing defects, as shown in Fig. 2. 3 (b). According to their description, the software and
hardware in the additive manufacturing process need to match the geometric complexity of the
user-designed product, otherwise will result in a failed build. Scanning strategy, processing
chamber environment, raw material (metal powder/wire) quality, and various input parameters
precisely ascertain the number and frequency of defects. Understanding the relationship between
these variables and adjusting them effectively can improve AM process reliability and the surface
quality and mechanical properties of the parts produced.

Fig. 2. 3. Schematic diagram of AM process flow with (a) a simple representation for the product
development flow [97] and (b) the detailed process map [98].

2.3 Wire arc additive manufacturing
Wire arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) uses arc as the heat source and metal wire as feedstock
[8]. WAAM hardware only requires standard welding equipment, mainly including the welding
power source, welding torch, and wire feeding system [8].
Since the WAAM process does not require a vacuum build chamber and can be deployed in
almost any environment, it is the earliest AM technology combined with the robotic system or
CNC system [6]. Industrial robots have multiple joints, providing a high degree of freedom (DOF)
in the manufacturing process. The robots can be combined with low-DOF kinematics equipment
such as guide rails, thereby further increasing its processing envelope and realizing the feasibility
of processing extra-large workpieces, such as the world's first metal 3D print bridge (
), reported by Gardner et al [23]. The WAAM, combined with the CNC center, has a
fixed work volume. According to different sizes of machine beds, the length and width of the
products it can process range from 2 to 20 meters. At the same time, the CNC center can realize
additive-subtractive integrated manufacturing, thereby further improving the efficiency of
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fabricating large workpieces with medium-to-high geometrical complexity.

2.3.1 Classification of WAAM process

Depending on the nature of the heat source, two WAAM processes are widely concerned: (i) one
is gas metal arc welding (GMAW) [64], also known as metal inert gas welding (MIG) [64]; and (ii)
the other is gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) [99], also known as tungsten inert gas welding
(TIG) [99]. The schematic diagram of their system construction and the materials deposition
process is shown in Fig. 2. 4 [9].

Fig. 2. 4. Comparison of system construction and metal deposition process of (a)(c) GMAW and (b)(d)
GTAW [9].
Table. 2. 3. Comparison of GMAW-based GTAW-based WAAM process [10]

WAAM process

Energy source

Features

GTAW-based

TIG

Use non-consumable tungsten electrodes
Around 1~2 kg/h deposition rate
Wire feed and heat source separation

GMAW-based

MIG

Consumable electrodes
Around 3~4 kg/h deposition rate
Poor arc stability

Cold metal transfer

Pull-out consumable electrode wire

(CMT)

Around 2~3 kg/h deposition rate
Low heat input with almost no spatter

Tandem

Two consumable wires electrodes
Around 6~8 kg/h deposition rate
Manufacture of mixing different metal materials

Both GTAW and GMAW are inert gas shielded welding, and the difference is shown in Table. 2.
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3 [10]. The deposition efficiency of GMAW is higher than that of GTAW, and it is suitable for
almost all automatic welding systems, but its electrodes are continually melted, resulting in more
spatter during the welding process. For GTAW, its heat source and wire feed system are separate,
so the generated arc is stable, and sputtering is virtually non-existent. However, the welding torch
and wire of GTAW need to present a certain angle to obtain a good welding effect, so it is
challenging to apply to the multi-directional robotic deposition system.
The choice of the above WAAM technology depends on the user-desired processing conditions
and productivity of the target product. For wire structures with high space complexity, GMAW
that is closely integrated with the robot/CNC system will be given priority to employment. In
order to reduce the influence of spatter and residual heat accumulation on strut forming, the CMT
process will be adopted in the actual fabricating process.

2.3.2 Practical applications in WAAM

For nearly 20 years, WAAM has been recognized by the worldwide industry as an alternative
process for manufacturing. Companies and research institutes worldwide are actively building up
and increasingly improving the WAAM system and have promoted the manufacturing industry's
vigorous development. The flow of the WAAM sequence can be described as from CAD model
input to rapid prototyping to post-processing, as explained by Suárez [22], shown in Fig. 2. 5.

Fig. 2. 5. WAAM processing sequence from (a) CAD input, to (b) RP the (c) raw parts, to (d) postprocessing [22].

Many WAAM system establishment strategies have been proposed to reflect its manufacturing
advantages. Merino et al. [100] proposed a fingerprint definition towards WAA-manufactured
parts that embodies WAAM characteristics in identifying any part properties and establishing their
geometric traceability. Matrix manufacturing strategies [101,102] have also been applied to the
optimization of WAAM systems to advance their sustainability in mass production. WAAM
systems have a low level of integration and an open processing environment, so various online
monitoring equipment can be easily integrated into the processing equipment to realize the digital
twin system [21,68,103]. The data obtained online can clearly grasp the defects of the parts, and
thus prevent the defect propagation, and then move towards a zero-defect WAAM fabricating
strategy, as concluded by Eger et al. [104].
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Some of the as-fabricated workpieces with WAAM are described below:

A. Large industrial manufacturing parts
Several works of literature describe the feasibility of WAAM in fabricating extra-large metal parts,
ranging in size from 1 m to over 12 m, as shown in Fig. 2. 6 [105–109]. Recently Zhang et al.
[110] proposed the use of WAAM+CNC milling for hot forging die repair, thereby significantly
reducing the cost of replacement of damaged molds, as shown in Fig. 2. 7.

Fig. 2. 6. Large industrial manufacturing parts built by WAAM. (a) 1.2 m Titanium alloy wing spar [108];
(b)(e) 24 kg Titanium alloy external landing gear assembly [106,107]; (c) The world’s first 3d printed rocket
[109]; (d) high strength steel wing model, (f) 2.5 m AL wing spar, and (g) hollow structure processed by
Fronius CMT WAAM [105].

Fig. 2. 7. WAAM process for repairing a failed crankshaft die [110]. (a) fill the defects, (b) location datum
machining, (c) RP the die, and (d) after-milled qualified product.

B. Application of multi-directional WAAM process
It is worth noting that the depositing direction between the layers of the above WAAM is
relatively single, and they are all along the growth direction (z-axis) of the workpiece. When
manufacturing a workpiece with the overhanging structure, this single-direction deposition method
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requires adding a support structure to the workpiece, thereby increasing the manufacturing cost
and reducing the fabricating efficiency [111].
Considering the surface tension of the weld pool and the high DOF of the robot/CNC system, the
deposition process of WAAM can be performed at any angle. Fig. 2. 8 shows some workpieces
processed with multi-directional WAAM. Although these workpieces have yet to demonstrate
their industrial utility, some depositing strategies for these workpieces can still inspire future
WAAM developments.

Fig. 2. 8. The support structure-free multidirectional WAAM process of (a) a box structure [112] and (b)(c)
the overhanging parts made by Yuan et al. [113].

C. Wire structures in the WAAM process

Fig. 2. 9. WAAM process of (a) a wire structure made by Radel et al. [26], (b) a lattice structure made by Li
et al. [33], and (c) a lattice structure made by Abe et al. [34].

The use of WAAM to process wire structures is still in the initial stage of development. One of the
earliest feasible systems for WAAM fabricating of strut-based wire structures was proposed by
Radel et al. [26]. Moreover, the research on the fabrication method of WAAM processing large
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lattice structures also has gradually developed in the last five years [33,34,40,114,115]. Some
strut-based workpieces are shown in Fig. 2. 9. Large freeform wire structures/lattice structures can
be quickly processed using WAAM. In the future development, the sizeable metallic lattice
structures can be used in scenarios that require special-shaped inside-support structures such as
aircraft wings or sizeable machinery engines.

2.3.3 Defects in as-fabricated components

Fabricated parts from WAAM typically achieve mechanical properties equivalent to
conventionally machined workpieces. However, when different materials are deposited using
WAAM, numerous defects of varying severity can occur on them, as shown in Fig. 2. 10 [10].
Poor WAAM programming strategy, unstable weld pool caused by improper parameter settings,
thermal deformation caused by residual heat, shielding gas contamination, welding device failures,
etc., can all cause workpiece defects [116]. Therefore, the use of more advanced CMT processes
[117], optimization of depositing path strategies [118], and control of interlayer temperature [119]
need to be flexibly adopted to reduce workpiece defects. The related problems and solution
methodology have been well elaborated in Ref [10] for this thesis to study systematically.

Fig. 2. 10. The correlation between materials and defects [10].

2.4 Bead Modelling
Bead modelling is a critical part of WAAM. On the one hand, bead modelling controls welding
process parameters; On the other hand, it determines the optimum welding setup corresponding to
the desired weld bead geometry [120].
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The difference between the fabrication of wire structures and other structures such as thin-walled
or solid structures is already shown in Fig. 1. 8. When depositing thin-walled structures, the
welding torch continuously moves along a given path, and deposits or filling materials are
deposited on the workpiece with the movement of the welding torch. A thin-walled structure
workpiece can be obtained by repeating the depositing process layer-by-layer. Similarly, the solid
structure can be obtained by depositing multiple beads to form a one-layer block and repeating the
depositing process layer-by-layer.
When depositing wire structures composed of the struts, the welding torch keeps stationary; that is,
the deposition path can be regarded as a point. Although these structures are essentially deposited
layer-by-layer, the strut is formed via one-by-one adding material along its growth path rather than
by the continuous bead deposition. To highlight its characteristics, we call it the point-by-point
deposition process.

2.4.1 Bead empirical models

A. Single-layer bead/multi-beads modelling
The empirical model is the most commonly used method to establish static bead modelling [18].
The expression of the cross-sectional profile of the weld bead generally considers its crosssectional width (w) and height (h), as shown in Fig. 2. 11 (a). Some empirical models developed
for continuous weld beads have obtained accurate results [18,121,122], as shown in Table. 2. 4.
Based on the parabolic cross-section feature of the single bead, the multi-beads overlapping model
was proposed by Xiong et al. [18] to simulate the deposition results between weld beads, as shown
in Fig. 2. 11 (b). Optimizing on this basis, Ding et al. [123] propose the overlapping tangent model
(TOM), which provides a better approximation to realistic deposition results.

Fig. 2. 11. (a) Cross-sectional profile of the single weld bead [121]. (b) Traditional flat-top overlapping
model (FOM) [18]. (c) Tangent overlapping model [123].

Table. 2. 4. Bead models with the related bead height, width, and bead area.
Models

Model function

Bead height, h

Parabola model
[121]
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Bead width, w

Bead area, A

Cosine model
[18]
Arc model
[122]

B. Multi-layers single-bead modelling
Ríos et al. [124] presented results for the theoretical build-up geometry of multi-layer weld beads,
as shown in Fig. 2. 12 (a). Under this model, the cross-section of each-layer bead is represented
as a circle, and each circle is "truncated" by an upper adjacent circle, i.e., a portion of the previous
weld bead is remelted. Depending on the welding parameters (current, voltage, welding efficiency,
etc.), Fig. 2. 12 (b) presents the possible deposition results. Under this model, each layer within
the bead is still treated as a circle, but the profile of its truncated face is more complex. The
formulation of this model has been well received, and Radel et al. [26] also used a similar
description in fabricating wire structures. Therefore, the denotation of the strut’s layer geometry in
this thesis will also refer to this representation model.

Fig. 2. 12. Layer geometry in (a) theoretical and (b) practical possible fusion situations [124]. EWW:
effective wall width; WW: wall width; LH: layer height; R: remelting; WD’: apparent weld pool depth; r:
layer radius; : layer angle.

C. Summary of the employment of bead empirical models
In the establishing process of the empirical model, the relationship between the proposed weld
bead profile and welding parameters needs to be obtained and verified through a large number of
experiments. Although this method of establishing bead modelling has high accuracy, its
adaptability is not good. Various parameters in bead empirical models need to be calculated
multiple times under different materials and different welding parameters. Furthermore, it is more
challenging to try to combine single-layer multi-beads overlapping modelling with multi-layers
single-bead modelling to build a comprehensive model.
Therefore, the current research begins to focus on directly establishing predictive bead models that
only include process parameters and bead geometric features. The tedious process of building up
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the weld bead cross-section profile model is transformed into implicit modeling, which can
improve the efficiency of bead modeling while enhancing its adaptability.

2.4.2 Bead geometry prediction

Among the commonly used methods for building weld bead geometric prediction models [125],
conventional regression models, artificial neural network (ANN) [126], support vector regression
(SVR) method [127], or a combination of these techniques have been performed well in various
works of literature [128].
For regression analysis methods, many studies have pointed out that a second-order regression
model can quickly and accurately fit the results to build the bead modelling with fewer inputs (2 ~
4). [121]. Typically, wire feed speed (WFS) and travel speed (TS) are used as crucial welding
process parameters when using this method. It is worth noting that using this method to predict
bead geometries that are not in the sample interval under the given input parameters, or when there
are too many input variables, the prediction performance of this method can drop dramatically
[128].
Artificial neural networks (ANN) or deep machine learning methods require a lot of data training
to get accurate predictions [124]. When using ANN, more welding parameters (arc current, arc
voltage, interlayer temperature, contact to work distance, etc.) can be used to fit the weld bead’s
geometry shaping to establish the bead modelling with higher precision, as shown in Fig. 2. 13 (a).
However, fewer input-output process parameters or less training time can make this prediction
method very unreliable. When selection data is enough, according to the description of Xiong et al.
[18], the one hidden layer neural network model can fit any nonlinear equations, and therefore has
better performance than the second-order regression model. However, in ref [128], Xiong et al.
reported that the ANN they used predicted weld bead formation with an accuracy of up to 0.003%.
This thesis believes that it is likely that overfitting has occurred, which leads to the weak
generalization ability of the network, resulting in its poor applicability.

Fig. 2. 13. (a) Artificial neural networks (ANN) and (b) support vector machine (SVM) with the kernel.

The support vector machine uses convex quadratic programming so that it can obtain the optimal
global value instead of the optimal local value, ensuring its good generalization ability to the
unknown samples. Ding et al. [127] introduced the kernel function into SVM, which well solved
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the nonlinear classification problem in bead modelling, as shown in Fig. 2. 13 (b). According to
their description, the prediction error of the established bead modelling model can be controlled by
-10% ~ 10% with the actual value.

2.5 Welding Technology
Considering that each deposition layer of strut within the wire structure has a small build-up
volume, it is evident that the employed welding method featuring low heat input is recommended.
In particular, the cold metal transfer (CMT) process that developed by Fronius [129], as a more
advanced MIG process, can be virtually spatter-free with the more minor heat input [130].
This method can provide good quality thin-wall-structure weld beads, and its low heat input
characteristics can significantly reduce the waiting time between each deposition layer. CMT is
widely used in various welding industries, and until now, it is still an irreplaceable cold-welding
process for high-quality welding and metallic AM of thin-wall-structure parts. In the same way,
for the strut-based structure with a smaller welding volume, it can also bring better welding results.

2.5.1 CMT droplet transfer and solidification processes on the strut

The cold metal droplet transfer mode for depositing continuous weld beads has been well studied,
and the development of welding equipment and control methods has eminently matured [131–138].
The in-depth theory of its droplet transfer is beyond this thesis research scope. Therefore, only the
characteristics of the droplet transfer process when depositing the aluminum alloy struts are briefly
described in this section.
Li et al. [33] describe in detail the CMT droplet transfer and solidification process cycle on a
single ER2319 aluminum alloy strut using a high-speed camera system and a method for obtaining
various geometry data using the contour recognition algorithm, as shown in Fig. 2. 14.
The transfer mode of each droplet is described as follows: (a) The wire contacts the top of the strut
and ignites the welding arc. Then (b) the wire retracts, causing the arc length to increase and the
current and voltage to increase rapidly. (c) When the welding current and voltage are increased to
the maximum value, the welding wire is melted to form a droplet, (d) which continues to grow. In
(e)-(g), the wire is fed forward, and the droplets are continuously approaching the strut. In (h) - (k),
the droplet is short-circuited with the strut, at which point the wire is pulled back by the wire
feeder, and under the combined action of surface tension and gravity, the droplet is transferred to
the top of the strut, and then the arc is extinguished. In (l)-(n), the liquid deposited metal formed
by the diffusion of droplets solidifies rapidly. The upper surface of the deposited metal is peak-
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shaped due to the limitation of surface tension. In (o)-(r), the arc is reignited, and a new cycle of
the CMT metal transfer process begins.

Fig. 2. 14. (I) Acquisition & measurement schematic and (II) droplet transfer and solidification process
recording of each layer deposited metal [33].

Fig. 2. 15. (a) Layer data, (b) surface roughness, (c) hardness distribution, and (d) micrographs of the strut
fabricated with GMAW, CMT standard, and CMT cycle step [117].
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2.5.2 Strut forming results under various metal transfer modes

Müller et al. [117] compared the molding results of steel struts in conventional GWAM, CMT
standard, and CMT cycle steps, as shown in Fig. 2. 15. It is worth noting that the three strut
samples have similar diameters, but the process parameters are not consistent among the three
welding methods.
Conventional GMAW has the highest deposition rate among them, while the CMT standard
allows struts to have a more uniform layer diameter and build-up height with less heat input.
Conventional GMAW fabricated struts have poor surface roughness, while the CMT cycle step
can achieve the flattest surface. At the hardness distribution level, due to the high heat input in
conventional GMAW, the change in hardness is not as large as in the CMT cycle step specimen.
The CMT standard maintains an average level in both indicators of surface waviness and hardness
distribution. The microstructure produced by the two CMT processes did not change significantly,
while of which the conventional GMAW specimen has larger grains. According to their
experimental results, the GMAW-processed sample has worse tensile properties, while the
difference between the two CMT samples is insignificant.
Moreover, Müller et al. [117] characterized the porosity and cavity of struts, as shown in Fig. 2.
16. For strut processed by conventional GMAW, the diameter of the hole is 100 ~ 1000 µm. The
pores on the CMT-fabricated strut are minor and rare, and the measured maximum pore diameter
is 100 ~ 200 µm. The size of the pores in the CMT cycle step is equivalent to that of the CMT
standard, but the number of pores or cavities exceeds the CMT standard several times.

Fig. 2. 16. Porosity analysis of struts under conventional GMAW, CMT standard, and CMT cycle step [117].

The thesis also compares the formation of strut using MIG spot-welding [34] and TIG pulse
welding [115], as shown in Fig. 2. 17. It can be seen that the strut welded by MIG has a rougher
appearance, which is the same as the conclusion summarized earlier. The droplet transfer mode is
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more complex for TIG welding, as summarized in Fig. 2. 17 (b) by Xu et al. [114]. The shaping of
the angled strut is more susceptible to the layer height offset, current, voltage, etc. [139], and
therefore has a more limited selected range of optional welding parameters to ensure an acceptable
appearance for the struts.

Fig. 2. 17. Struts formation results under (a) MIG spot-welding [34], and (c) TIG pulse welding [115]. (b)
The schematic diagram of TIG droplet transfer [114].

According to the above comparison, this thesis will adopt the CMT standard as the welding
process mode. It is worth noting that the thesis research has not yet been exposed to TIG welding
in combination with robotic systems or CNC systems. This is mainly because the existing multiDOF system cannot sufficiently control the angle of the TIG welding torch and wire feeding
device, so the current TIG technology is not yet suitable for automated manufacturing wire
structures. Correspondingly, the thesis does not provide a detailed overview of this metal transfer
mode.

2.5.3 Contact tip to work distance

The GMAW process usually uses a constant voltage source to achieve a relatively constant
welding voltage output within the welding current range [140]. For GMAW, as the wire feed
speed (WFS) is determined on the welding device (user-selected), the power supply will
automatically provide the appropriate voltage [141]. Welding current and WFS are interrelated,
the current will also change when changing the WFS. Forcibly replacing them inside the welder
may result in an unstable welding process [142]. The method to independently manipulate the
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WFS speed and welding current is to adjust the contact working distance (CTWD). This
phenomenon is shown in Fig. 2. 18 by applying Ohm’s law to the wire stick-out (electrode
extension).

Fig. 2. 18. Schematic diagram of CTWD for GMAW

In current years of research, many robust methods have made outstanding contributions to
ensuring the stability of CTWD [143–146]. As a stable and practical metal transfer method, the
CMT process has a built-in self-adjustment method, which ensures the stability of the current
when the CTWD changes within a controllable range during the welding process [135].
It is worth noting that the current change in the CMT process is more complicated than in other
metal transfer modes, with the short circuit accompanying each period [138]. Moreover, CMT is
only used as a processing technology rather than for in-depth study of its characteristics as the
research focus. Therefore, the review of this part mainly emphasizes its stability.
As summarized in various literature [143–146], CTWD has a relatively linear relationship with
the welding voltage, which directly laid the foundation for establishing the height control system
and collision-free path planning for the automated WAAM fabrication strategy of the wire
structures in this research.

2.6 Adaptive slicing and collision-free path planning
Adaptive slicing and collision-free path planning are core manufacturing steps in automated
fabrication systems. The manufacturing process of a workpiece needs to be sliced layer-by-layer
according to the geometry of the weld bead (bead modelling) specified by the user, and then a
reasonable path needs to be generated for the deposition process. The schematic diagrams of the
slicing method and path planning are shown in Fig. 2. 19 [147,148].
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Fig. 2. 19. The schematic diagram of (a) the tolerance slicing algorithm [147] and (b) the WAAM process
planning framework [148].

2.6.1 Adaptive slicing

Computer-Aided Design (CAD) models or 3D scanner objects (e.g., reverse engineering models,
point cloud models) can be used as input required in the WAAM manufacturing system [149].
These models need to be further converted into files containing visible surface features for the
subsequent slicing process. The most commonly employed model to represent them in AM is
Stereolithography (STL), which contains only triangular features (facet normal with three vertexes)
of the workpiece surface [150]. A part of an STL file and its exported 3d model are shown in Fig.
2. 20.

Fig. 2. 20. (a) A CAD model, with its (b) STL model representation and (c) a piece of code representation.

Slicing the STL model is an essential part of the AM process, and the complexity and accuracy of
the slicing algorithm have a critical impact on processing efficiency and the final geomatical
formation of the workpiece. This part will describe two types of commonly used slicing:
unidirectional slicing and multi-directional slicing [150].
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A. Unidirectional slicing
Unidirectional slicing slices the STL model into several parallel layers along a specific direction
(usually the Z-axis direction), as some examples are shown in Fig. 2. 21 [150]. This is the most
commonly employed slicing method for depositing simple thin-walled structures and solid
structures, and its algorithm has been well developed in recent years.

Fig. 2. 21. The engineering STL models with unidirectional slicing results [150].

Since the build direction of each sliced layer has not changed, this slicing method is also called
2.5D slicing [111]. This slicing algorithm is simple and has a fast-corresponding speed [147].
However, when depositing some workpieces with overhanging structures, it may require massive
additional support metals, resulting in material waste and poor surface finish, as shown in Fig. 2.
22 (a) [52]. Uni-directional build-up method also results in staircase effect defects on the edge of
the workpiece, as shown in Fig. 2. 22 (b). Fig. 1. 9 also shows a similar situation.

Fig. 2. 22. (a) Unidirectional build-up workpiece with support structure required; (b) staircase effect; (c)
multi-directional slicing method.

B. Multi-directional slicing
In manufacturing parts with complex shapes, WAAM processes based on unidirectional slicing
strategies are usually limited by the need for supporting structures to deposit overhangs. Therefore,
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multi-directional slicing methods are getting increasing attention. A key challenge for multidirectional AM is to develop a robust algorithm that can automatically slice the arbitrary 3D
model into a set of layers with different build directions that satisfy unsupported and collision-free
layered deposition, as shown in Fig. 2. 22 (c). Here are some reviews of existing multi-directional
slicing strategies, as shown in Table. 2. 5 [52,151–154].
Table. 2. 5. Multi-directional slicing methods

Slicing method

Typical examples of the suitable model

Silhouette edges
projection
[151]

Transition wall
[152]

Centroid axis extraction
[153]

Decomposition–
regrouping method
[52]

Surface tension [154]

Since wire structures are considered to be composed of mutually supporting struts at various
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angles and each layer of the strut can be considered to be supported by its lower layer, following
the silhouette edges projection [151] may show poor results as it cannot accurately find the
unbuildable sub-volume in the projection direction. The centroid axis extraction [153] is a suitable
method for slicing the entire wire structure, as the change of the struts’ centroid axis directly
represents the change of the entire structure’s geometric shape. However, this method may miss
some struts when the struts in the wire structure show central symmetry or axisymmetric features.
Therefore, this method still needs further optimization for this situation.
The transition wall [152] and decomposition–regrouping method [52] have good inspiration for
processing wire structure. It can first take out the struts in the wire structure, slice them separately,
and then regroup them to ensure that each strut’s slicing direction is in an optimal option. The
surface tension method [154] is suitable for slicing struts with curved features, but it may be less
effective at dealing with multiple strut intersections.
However, both these two methods face the same challenge. When struts have the curvature feature,
these methods will divide them into small parts and slice them separately, which results in a lot of
unnecessary slice layers (very small sub-volumes).
The research will refer to the ideas of these slicing algorithms and optimize and innovate based on
them to establish the adaptive slicing algorithm suitable for wire structures.

2.6.2 Collision-free path planning

For thin-walled or solid structures, deposition processes path planning generally refers to
generating a deposition path method that fills the sliced surface [50,51,149,155]. However, for
wire structures, its slice feature is a point, so the torch remains stationary during the depositing
process but has a more complex path when moving to a new build point, especially when
switching to the different struts. Therefore, the path planning referred to in this study aims to
generate the optimal 3D manufacturing sequence for each strut/ layer within the wire structure to
ensure that the torch’s travel path during the fabrication of each strut does not collide with the
built part.

A. Path planning for polymer wire-structure
The AM process of polymer wire structure has been well developed in recent years. Mueller et al.
[156] first proposed the polymer wire structure to implement a standard Fused Deposition
Modeling (FDM) 3D printer. According to experimental results elaborated by Wu et al. [157], a
5DOF 3D printer can fabricate the wire structure with an arbitrary geometrical shape. Each strut in
the polymer wire structure is made by directly extruding filaments in 3D space. The direction of
the extrusion head, depositing direction, and strut growth direction can be adjusted separately, as
shown in Fig. 2. 23 [28].
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Fig. 2. 23. Schematic diagram of the fabrication process of the polymer wire structure [28].

The path planning process of the polymer wire structure takes a single strut as the processing
object and realizes a collision-free deposition path by establishing a feasible manufacturing
sequence for all struts [158]. This kind of strategy splits the entire workpiece into multiple
mutually constrained sub-parts, significantly reducing computational complexity [159].
However, in WAAM, the welding direction of the torch is limited by the deposition direction of
the weld bead. It is difficult to make the welding direction, and the strut growth direction has
significantly different without affecting the strut geometry (even for the TIG process).
Every strut in the polymer wire structure is directly deposited one stroke at a time and cannot have
bending characteristics. Nevertheless, in WAAM, the strut is deposited layer-by-layer, so the
growth direction of the strut can be more complicated, featuring arbitrary spline characteristics,
and it is not necessary to process all layers of a strut at a time. Therefore, it is difficult to directly
adopt the path planning method applied to the polymer wire structure for the WAAM process.

B. Path planning for metallic wire-structure
Radel et al. [26] proposed a method of manufacturing metallic wire structures using point-by-point
WAAM (SAAM). The definition of the intersection of multiple struts and the deposition method
at these points are described in detail, as shown in Fig. 2. 24 [26].

Fig. 2. 24. Deposition strategy of wire structures [26]. (a) a collision problem; (b) divergent intersection; (c)
convergent intersection.

They initially discussed the collision problem by identifying different divergent and convergent
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intersections and rotating the torch with a constant angle. However, when the strut itself has a
large inclination angle, rotating the torch with a constant angle may cause it to reach an
unreachable position. Moreover, the influence of different processing angles on the morphology of
the strut has not been mentioned. Some of their ideas can be used in this study, but the practical
and detailed fabricating methods for intersections of multiple struts need to be further developed
and optimized.
For the lattice structure, Abe et al. [34] proposed a strategy to generate the torch deposition points
according to the cell type, as shown in Fig. 2. 25. This method first determines the bottom surface
of the lattice structure and arranges the deposition starting points on the bottom surface at regular
intervals. Then generate regular geometric shapes layer-by-layer. After this initial process, the
points outside the lattice structure are removed, and the points inside the structure are the required
welding deposition points.

Fig. 2. 25. Overall flow chart of determining the torch path [34].

This method is practical when fabricating specific types of lattice structures. However, the path
planning strategy they proposed can only be used in specific scenarios, so their study lacks
adaptability and in-depth discussion on some vital issues of path planning or strut intersection
handle details and is not decisive with applications to arbitrary wire structures.
Therefore, in this thesis, a program with a more robust algorithm will be proposed that can handle
various wire structures while manufacturing the lattice structure more efficient and user-friendly.

2.7 Numerical simulation of WAAM process
Since metal parts may be subjected to sizeable residual stress and deformation during the WAAMwelding process, it is necessary to optimize the process parameters and deposition sequence in
time within the overall fabricating process [160]. However, optimizing the process parameters
through experiments will bring extremely high time and labor costs, especially for some large
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workpieces or expensive metal parts. In that case, Some feasible estimation methods need to be
adopted urgently, which can evaluate the formation results brought by the proposed depositing
paths before starting the actual WAAM fabrication process [161].
The finite element analysis method (FEA, FEM) is a numerical technique method for
approximately solving boundary value problems of partial differential equations. In recent years,
FEA has been commonly used to predict temperature field distribution and deformation in
WAAM and provide a reference for natural manufacturing processes [162]. By setting the reliable
welding parameters and thermodynamic parameters, FEA can reasonably predict the relationship
and evolution process of mechanical properties, microstructure, residual stress, and deformation of
the WAAM workpiece [163]. The relationship between them is represented as shown in Fig. 2. 26
[56].

Fig. 2. 26. Essential factors in FE simulation of WAAM Process [56].

2.7.1 The general idea of WAAM digital simulation.

The physical characteristics and forming mechanism of the molten pool in the WAAM welding
process, such as convective heat transfer, fluid mechanics, solidification, gasification, etc., are
very complex to express in FEM. To achieve an efficient simulation of the WAAM fabricating
process, the formation mechanism of the molten pool is diluted and mapped by changes in its
thermodynamic parameters. The formation and solidification of the molten pool are expressed as
heat moving along the finite element cell, as shown in Fig. 2. 27 [59].
The simulating strategies for the manufacturing process of WAAM employing the finite element
method were well developed, as reported in recent papers, and demonstrated high practicality
[164–170]. The thesis mainly focuses on the two strategies they propose: On the one hand, the FE
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model should be calibrated via the experiment so that it can genuinely simulate the authentic
manufacturing process. On the other hand, it is necessary to improve computing efficiency so as to
reduce its time cost in the product design stage.

Fig. 2. 27. Illustrations of (a) the natural GMA-WAAM process (markers refer to Fig. 2. 4.) and (b) the FE
simulation process [59].

A. FE model calibration methods
The calibration of the FE model concerned in the thesis is mainly aimed at the macroscopic force
field and temperature field distribution and does not participate in the microscopic simulation
process.
The temperature field calibration of the simulation model is usually through the temperature
history of some points measured by the contact thermocouple or some areas obtained by the noncontact infrared equipment to match the corresponding positions in the model [171,172]. The
calibration of the prediction of mechanical properties, deformation, etc., of the FE model, is
usually compared with the geometric shape of the workpiece, which is obtained by neutron
diffraction or laser scanning equipment. The reliability of the FE model can be described by the
difference between the experimental results and the simulation results. According to this indicator,
the parameters in the finite element model need to be adjusted on-demand, thereby enhancing its
simulation capabilities to approximate the real-world results better.

B. Simulation process acceleration strategy
The calculation time of numerical simulation is mainly related to the size of the finite element
model, the number and quality of the divided finite elements, and the heat source model used
[173]. FEMs with more refinement and more element unit capabilities can achieve better
simulation results, but correspondingly, their computational costs will also increase [174].
Some attempts have been proposed to reduce the computation time of FE without reducing the
fidelity of the simulation results. The mesh coarsening strategy is the most common and widely
used method [175]. Considering that the parts of the workpiece far from the heat input do not
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require fine meshes, the meshes of these parts can be coarsened [176]. According to Chao et al.
[177], using the mesh coarsening strategy can save up to 75% of the computational cost.
Ding et al. [64] proposed a more advanced steady-state thermal method (via Eulerian equation) to
analyze the evolution of temperature and stress, which can save about 80% of the calculation time.
Nevertheless, when the model is complex, the results of the solution will be difficult to converge
[178]. Consider that commercial software such as Ansys [179] is continually absorbing advanced
calculation methods and making them available to users as black-box solvers. Currently, mature
commercial software can provide optimal or adaptive solvers for various problems, so the thesis
does not do an in-depth study of the internal implementation principles of these solving methods.

2.7.2 Heat source models in the WAAM process

The heat source model development of the WAAM process has received more attention and
extensive research. The heat input and heat transfer process of WAAM are shown in Fig. 2. 28 (a)
[81]. Commonly used heat source models to express this process are the three-dimensional
volumetric heat source, including Gaussian heat source [180], double elliptical heat source [181],
etc., as shown in Fig. 2. 28 (b). Zhang et al. [182] also reviewed more heat source models, all of
which have similar characteristics and can be selected according to the different models; the thesis
is not described here too much.

Fig. 2. 28. Schematic diagram of the (a) heat dissipation models [81] and (b) Gaussian heat source expression
[180], and (c) double elliptical heat source expression [181] in FE models.
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The volume heat source model is suitable for simulating the thermal distribution of the droplet in
the GMA-welding process and the heating effect and heat transfer process of the reaction molten
pool on the workpiece [183]. As the GMAW melt pool is large and deep, a 3D volumetric heat
source model can better reflect the heat transfer during the deposition process.
However, the 3D volumetric heat source function equation is still relatively cumbersome, which
requires a long computation time for large parts with complex geometries. Therefore, there is still
a need for some optimization methods so as to make the adopted heat source model can also have
high efficiency when simulating the WAAM process of large workpieces.

2.7.3 Other Considerations in FEM

The thesis also reviews simulations of the WAAM process using computational fluid dynamics
(CFD), as shown in Fig. 2. 29 [182,184–186].

Fig. 2. 29. WAAM simulation process using CFD. (a) Plasma Arc Welding (PAW) deposition process [182];
(b) GMAW and CMT deposition processes [184,185]; (c) Pulse GMAW deposition process [186].

It is worth noting that FEM has been combined with CFD in recent years, but this has not yet
become a mainstream method. Although FEM-CFD has ultra-high computational accuracy, the
computational time cost is too expensive, which is utterly unacceptable for commercial
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considerations. Therefore, CFD currently uses the finite volume method (FVM) or the finite
difference method (FDM) for calculation. Even so, to simply simulate the deposition process of a
weld bead, as shown in Fig. 2. 29, the ratio of simulation time to actual depositing time in CFD
can reach 3000:1 (estimated by thesis).
Therefore, in the numerical simulation of the WAAM fabrication process of large workpieces
featuring high spiral complicity, almost all studies still use the method of mechanical finite
element analysis. The application of CFD in WAAM is currently limited to the formation
mechanism investigation and multi-physics coupling analysis of the molten pool during the
welding process.
Considering that the above research contents are beyond the scope of this thesis, therefore, the
review does not describe CFD too much. Furthermore, only the FEM method will be used to
establish the digital model of the WAAM manufacturing process of the strut-based wire/lattice
structures.

2.8 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, the thesis provides a detailed literature review of metal additive manufacturing,
especially wire arc additive manufacturing, on their classification, key technologies, development
trends, and technical applications. Some lattice structures with higher resolution but limited
deposition size have been successfully fabricated by powder-based AM technologies such as EBM
and SLM. WAAM can manufacture large-sized wire or lattice structures, but its fabrication
process is still immature, and further research is urgently needed.
As the literature review shows, wire feed speed (WFS) and torch travel speed (TS) play a vital role
in the geometric formation of the weld bead. However, in the manufacture of struts, the welding
gun is kept stationary during each deposit’s welding process so that research focuses on the effect
of WFS and welding time (WT) as a replacement of travel speed on the bead geometry.
Considering that what the thesis wants to yield is a faultless strut-based bead modelling database,
its primary goal is to provide the user with the reliable geometrical formation of struts within the
welding parameter process specification band. Therefore, the more stable and intuitive regression
analysis methods will be adopted in the establishment of bead modelling.
The CMT process can reduce the heat generation during welding as well as reduce the heat
conduction in the deposited workpiece. Strut forming results under CMT are well studied and are
more reliable for their achieved build-up quality than conventional GWAM. The CMT process has
a built-in self-adjustment method, which ensures the stability of the current when the CTWD
changes within a controllable range during the welding process. Therefore, the thesis will employ
this as a basis to build up a height control system within the manufacturing strategy of the wire
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structure.
Adaptive slicing and collision-free path planning are core manufacturing steps in automated
fabrication systems. However, at present, the adaptive slicing algorithm and the collision-free path
planning for fabricating wire structures or lattice structures using WAAM have not been maturely
proposed and systematically elaborated. Therefore, the thesis will establish a set of strut-based
WAAM process planning programs in detail based on the related methods developed for thinwalled structures and solid structures.
The FE model establishment process, verification method, and analysis acceleration strategy of
WAAM numerical simulation are well-reviewed. The establishment of the WAAM digital model
and the simplification of multi-physics coupling calculation mentioned in the literature provide
good theoretical support for developing an efficient and accurate FE model envisaged by the thesis.
Similar approaches will be used to build the strut-based WAAM FE model, aiming at controlling
and predicting the formation of struts and improving the manufacturing efficiency of the wire or
lattice structures’ fabrication processes.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Setup and Methodology
3.1 Chapter introduction
This chapter mainly introduces the details of the hardware devices used in the experiment and the
monitor system built with them. The two experimental platforms built are introduced in the thesis,
including the IRB 2600-based robotic WAAM system and the Siemens 840d CNC WAAM
manufacturing center system.
This section also illustrates the definition of wire structure and the strut within, as well as related
technical routes, application methods, and theoretical analysis in developing the WAAM
manufacturing strategies for these structures.
This chapter does not propose the development strategies such as the actual manufacturing process
and numerical simulation process of wire structures/lattice structures. These contents require more
space description and need to be combined with the experimental results to illustrate so that they
will be described in detail in the subsequent chapters.

3.2 Experimental setup
3.2.1 Robotic WAAM system

The construction and workcell layout of the robotic WAAM system are shown in Fig. 3. 1, which
consists of two parts: (i) robotic WAAM welding system and (ii) manufacturing process
monitoring system.
In (i) the robotic WAAM welding system, an (1) ABB industrial robot IRB 2600, a (2) Fronius
TransPuls Synergic (TPS) 5000 welding machine, the (3) VR 7000 CMT wire feeder system with
a (4) CMT torch and a (5) workpiece positioner were employed to proceed the deposition process.
The robotic WAAM welding system is controlled through the integrated computer-aided
manufacturing (CAM) interface, aiming to visually display arbitrary imported CAD models and
obtain the desired workpiece geometry. Its framework is presented previously in [126]. It was
designed to automatically slice the workpiece, calculate tool processing paths, and then directly
generate and upload the corresponding robot code and welding parameters to the robot for the
manufacturing process.
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Fig. 3. 1. The robotic WAAM system. (c) The layout of the manufacturing system, and the (a) right view and
(b) left view of the robot end-effector multi-function tool.

(ii) The manufacturing process monitoring system is loaded into the robot end-effector. A multifunctional tool was developed through integrating a (6) Logitech digital camera, (7) a
scanCONTROL 2900-100 3D laser profile scanner, an (8) MER-502-79U3M CCD camera, and (9)
an infrared temperature sensor into (4) a Fronius robacta drive CMT welding torch. The functions
mentioned above, together with welding current and voltage acquisition functions, have been
integrated into LabVIEW to establish a feedback control for improving the reliability and accuracy
of the deposition process, as shown in Fig. 3. 2.

Fig. 3. 2. The overview functions of the proposed manufacturing process monitoring system.

The camera is used to capture the visual appearance of the workpiece during processing. The 3D
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profile scanner is used to obtain the geometric profile of deposited layers. Furthermore, the
infrared temperature sensor is implemented to monitor the inter-layer temperature of the welding
process. The 3D contour scanner is also used to display the topography of the processed
workpiece and combined with a photography module to provide a comparison with the processed
theoretical model. It is worth noting that a hand-held non-contact infrared thermometer was also
used in the experiment, and its data was used to provide a reference to enhance the accuracy of
related measurements.
The realization of the robot's travel path and welding process is written, controlled, and debugged
by ABB RobotStudio software. RobotStudio is an ABB robot offline programming as well as
simulation software. In addition to inputting the fabrication program into the real robot, the
program can also be imported into the virtual robot workstation to simulate the entire processing
process before the actual processing. The thesis recreated a virtual manufacturing environment
with the same workcell layout as the robotic WAAM system, as shown in Fig. 3. 3.
Considering the actual processing design and debugging stages, such as the robot arrival position
limitation, joint singularity avoidance, equipment collision monitoring, etc., a lot of human
resources need to be invested. Moving these workloads to a virtual environment can effectively
reduce the overall cost of robotic solutions in the designing and definition phases. In a virtual
environment, the reliability of the generated robot fabrication path plan can be safely tested, or
more aggressive manufacturing methods can be investigated to explore cost-saving solutions. In
contrast, doing so in the actual production process may lead to unexpected problems that are
dangerous to personnel safety and equipment.

Fig. 3. 3. Developed robotic WAAM simulation environment.

The primary devices in Fig. 3. 3 are independent components whose positions can be changed
according to different designs. However, some components in this figure do not affect the
simulation process (even no collision volume). They are to beautify this virtual workcell
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environment so as to increase the user's viewing experience during the demonstration.
It is worth noting that the workpiece positioner used in the experiment has two degrees of freedom
(its z-axis and x-axis rotation), as shown in Fig. 3. 4. However, the thesis has not been successful
in integrating it into the robot control system, and its rotation process still requires additional
human adjustment. Considering that manual intervention will significantly reduce the robustness
of the WAAM processing system, it is regarded as a fixed workbench without degrees of freedom
when used in the experimental processes.

Fig. 3. 4. The 2 DOF workpiece positioner was implemented with (a) no rotation and (b) artificially rotated
90 degrees around the x-axis (A-axis).

3.2.2 CNC-based WAAM system

The CNC-based WAAM system is built on a computer numerical control (CNC) hybrid additive
and subtractive manufacturing center system (HASM) [54], which uses its additive manufacturing
capabilities. In the experiment, the introduced production center is an automatic machine tool with
high fabrication efficiency and a high degree of freedom, which is composed of mechanical
kinematics equipment and a CNC system. It has a robust comprehensive processing performance
and can complete more processing demand after the workpiece is clamped at one time. Compared
with the robotic production system, its motion accuracy is higher ( 0.01 mm), and it is more
suitable for the production process of small batches of wire structures/lattice structures with
complex shapes and high precision requirements.
Due to the large area occupied by the CNC machine tool, the thesis could not find a good shooting
view of this workcell overall layout using real photos. Alternatively, Fig. 3. 5 shows the schematic
diagram of the CNC-based WAAM system experimental setup. This manufacturing system
consists of three parts: (i) an integrated CNC welding system, (ii) a discrete data acquisition
system, and (iii) the CNC+WAAM control center. Since the subtractive manufacturing process
was not involved in the study, the description of this function of the machine tool is omitted.
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Fig. 3. 5. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. (a) The overall layout of the CNC-based WAAM
system; (b) the data collection system; (c) the WAAM process control center; (d) the welding control system.

In the (i) integrated CNC welding system, a (2) Fronius TPS 5000 CMT advanced power source is
employed to control the welding process, which is the same as the welding machine in the robotic
WAAM system. A (1) Siemens 840D V15L CNC machine tool equipped with a (3) AC cradletype SKT-14500 rotary table was used to provide high-precision 5DOF motion, in which the
machine tool spindle mover controls the (4) CMT welding torch z-axis movement, and the
remaining DOF is provided by the machine bed linear movement (x-direction and y-direction) and
the worktable rotation (x-axis rotation and z-axis rotation). The SINUMERIK 840D is one of the
state-of-art CNC systems, the detailed technical data of which can be consulted via ref [187].
For the (ii) data acquisition monitoring system, an (5) NI USB-6001 card and (6) K-type
thermocouples are employed to measure the temperature at the given points. A (7) FLIR A655sc
thermal imager is adopted to obtain the temperature distribution; A (8) scanCONTROL 2900 laser
profile instrument is used to measure the geometry of the strut.
The data acquisition devices in this system are controlled by their own provided software, which is
not integrated into LabVIEW. This is due to the high degree of module encapsulation of CNC
machine tools and the high degree of protection during automated processing, which leaves very
limited space for portable data acquisition devices. As can be seen from Fig. 3. 5 (b), these devices
are only partly placed inside the machine tool. Their positions are not fixed and need to be
recalibrated every time a new experiment is started. Based on the above considerations, the
research believes that developing a set of integrated control software may be counterproductive, so
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the method of individual control is adopted, and the data are unified in post-processing.
For the (iii) CNC+WAAM control center, a (9) high-performance workstation connected with a
CNC control panel is used to collect and analyze the various data acquired, and act as a host
computer to generate and upload the processing G-code to the NC program. Although the CNC
machine tool panel can also control the entire manufacturing process, its operation is timeconsuming and labor-intensive. By contrast, the function of the workstation is more abundant, and
the operation is more user-friendly. This control combination method can significantly improve
the processing efficiency of the automated programs, which is especially suitable for
manufacturing wire structures/lattice structures with complex shape designs and multiple
debugging required.
At present, a variety of CAM software, such as UG, Mastercam, or the SinuTrain offline
programming station that comes with the 840d, provide the simulation of machine tool motion and
cutting/milling work. However, there is no relevant software to realize the simulation of the CNC
+ WAAM manufacturing process. Considering that the spindle mover provides the vertical
movement of the welding torch in the machine tool, and the welding torch extends longer than the
spindle. In the experiment, only the welding torch, its nearby lower edge of the spindle mover, and
the worktable modeling are needed to simulate the deposition process. During the simulation
process, the movement of the worktable in the x-direction and y-direction is converted into the
movement of the spindle in the opposite direction of x, and y, so as to analyze the movement
process intuitively.

Fig. 3. 6. The 5-axis CNC machine additive manufacturing process with a fixed coordinate system.

As a cradle-liked CNC machine, as shown in Fig. 3. 6, the processing tools are always kept
perpendicular to the ground downwards, and the AC rotating axis (A axis -5◦ ~ 105◦, C axis 0◦ ~
360◦) of the worktable are directly controlling the rotation of the workpiece during the whole
manufacturing process to achieve vertical manufacturing of struts with any original build
directions. This processing method ensures that each strut has the same geometric shape and
highly reduces geometric defects caused by gravity force. Moreover, when measuring the layer
diameter and height-increment of struts under given welding parameters in bead modelling, it only
needs to be carried out in the vertical direction, regardless of whether the struts may have different
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geometric shapes in different build directions, thereby improving manufacturing accuracy.
However, the rotation change of the workpiece coordinates causes the offset of the tool's linear
axis coordinates, so the calculation of the displacement will be incredibly complicated.
As shown in Fig. 3. 6, to shift the torch to a new strut, it is also necessary to obtain the new
welding point coordinate besides adjusting the AC axis rotation. Since it is difficult to synchronize
the movement of the torch and the rotation of the worktable, to avoid collisions, the welding torch
should be kept away from the workpiece and moved back to the target point after the rotation is
completed, thus reducing the fabrication efficiency, and making the compilation process more
cumbersome.

Fig. 3. 7. The 5-axis CNC machine additive manufacturing process with RTCP function.

The machine used in the experiment turned on the rotated tool center point (RTCP) function to
simplify this process. This function makes the control system keep the center of the welding torch
at the programmed position without counting the movement of the machine, as shown in Fig. 3. 7.
In this case, the programming only needs to adjust the vector [U, V, W] of the strut to the vertical
direction [0, 0, 1] without considering the offset of linear coordinates. At any rotation angle, the
original co- ordinates of the workpiece can be directly used to analyze the collision problem as the
torch movement, thereby reducing the complexity of the calculation.
Fig. 3. 8 compares the difference in tool center point (torch) buildup behavior in robotic WAAM
systems and CNC-based WAAM systems. As with the technical limitations introduced before, the
worktable cannot automatically be tilted during the robotic WAAM process. In order to achieve
better welding formation results (that be explained in the following sections), the welding torch
needs to be rotated at the same angle as the strut has. While in CNC-based systems, the torch
remains vertical, as the table provides rotational motion. Although the multi-directional depositing
does not affect the welding performance theoretically, the deposition process with an inclined
angle will somewhat increase the frequency of welding defects. Therefore, the thesis recommends
using a CNC-based WAAM system to process lattice structures that require higher forming quality
and depositing accuracy.
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Fig. 3. 8. (a) Welding torch orientation in robotic WAAM needs to be changed to deposit inclined strut,
while (b) the torch orientation in CNC-based WAAM does not need to be changed.

3.2.3 Fronius CMT welding system

The two processing platforms introduced in the thesis use the same Fronius CMT PushPull
welding system, in which two simultaneous wire feeders ensure extremely high wire feeding
accuracy and welding stability. The combination of the welding system and the robot/CNC
machine tool is shown in Fig. 3. 9.
The welding torch is equipped with magnetic bumpers to avoid damage to the torch body and
drive unit. After a collision happens, the torch position can be reset with high precision (0.05 mm),
eliminating the need to recalibrate the tool center point.

Fig. 3. 9. Assembly of Fronius CMT PushPull system with mechanical equipment.

Fronius offers specialized communication modules for interfacing with robots and CNC machines.
Various welding parameters can be controlled by linking the bead modelling database in the
coding process without manually operating through the welder controller, thereby improving
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processing efficiency.

3.3 Selection of process materials
In all experiments conducted in the thesis, a total of 2 materials were employed. One is (i) ER70S6 mild steel test, and the other is (ii) commercial ER 4043 aluminum alloy test.
The mild steel ER70S-6 has the best weldability of all steels. Generally, there is no need for
preheating and post-heating when welding low carbon steel, and no special technological
measures are required to obtain the welding results of workpieces with satisfactory quality. Its
excellent welding performance allows the thesis to focus on the development of fabrication
strategies for wire structures, thus significantly reducing the difficulty of initially setting up a
strut-based WAAM system.
As the most commonly used and relatively affordable commercial aluminum alloy material,
ER4043 has the characteristics of low melting point, good fluidity, and good corrosion resistance,
which is very beneficial to avoiding welding cracks and is specially used as a welding material.
Moreover, aerospace vehicles such as airplanes and satellites are now in urgent need of large-sized
aluminum alloy lattice structures. In order to improve the robustness of the fabrication strategy
developed in the thesis, and to practically meet current industrial needs, ER4043 was employed as
the second material in all experiments within the thesis.
For (i) ER70S-6 test, the substrate employed is low carbon steel, and the filling wire was mild
steel (ER70S-6) welding wire with a diameter of 0.9 mm. A shielding gas mixture of 15% CO2, Ar,
was employed with a flow rate of 15 L/min. The default CTWD used in the experiment is set to 9
mm (10.0 times the wire diameter) to provide a relatively constant rate of gas shielding. The
chemical composition of the selected welding wire is listed in Table. 3. 1, and its mechanical
properties under the given shielding gas mixture are shown in Table. 3. 2.
Table. 3. 1. Chemical composition of ER70S-6

Chemical composition of ER70S-6 mild steel wire (WT.%)
Composition

Mn

Si

Cu

C

S

P

ER70S-6 Wire

1.53

0.88

0.18

0.08

0.01

0.009

Table. 3. 2. Some properties of steel ER70S-6 in Specshield 15% CO2, Ar

Melt temperature (T)

1700K

Density (ρ)

6500 kg/m3

Surface tension (γ)

1.3 N/m

Tensile strength

~90,000 psi
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Yield strength

~75,000 psi

For (ii) ER4043 test, the substrate employed in the experiment is ER 4043 aluminum alloy, and
the feedstock used is ER 4043 aluminum welding wire with a diameter of 1.2 mm. Its chemical
composition and mechanical properties are listed in Table. 3. 3, Table. 3. 4, respectively. The
material composition of wire and substrate plate is slightly different, but the thesis considers them
consistent here. The shielding gas used is 100% pure argon of 15 L/min. The CTWD in
experiments of bead modelling is set to 14 mm (11.6 times the wire diameter) as the default value.
Table. 3. 3. Chemical composition of ER4043

Chemical composition of ER4043 aluminum wire (WT.%)
Composition

Be

Cu

Mg

Mn

Si

Ti

ER4043 Wire

0.0008

0.3

0.05

0.05

5

0.2

Table. 3. 4. Some properties of ER 4043 in Specshield Ar

Melt temperature (T)

847~869K

Density (ρ)

2690 kg/m3

Surface tension (γ)

0.8 N/m

Tensile strength

~21000 psi

Yield strength

~10200 psi

The CMT was adopted into both tests to reduce heat input during the welding process with highquality results. This method is substantially suitable for welding structures with small widths to
give the strut a better geometry, more diminutive and rarer pores, and a more even strain
distribution compared to the conventional GMAW welding process, as mentioned before.

3.4 Methodology
3.4.1 Wire structure definition

The wire structures consist of a network of interconnected struts. Each strut is built up by a series
of successive deposits formed by point-by-point welding, and each point is welded for a specific
time, during which the torch remains stationary. Subsequently, the torch is moved up along the
strut build direction [117].
The projected shape of the deposits is similar to a hemisphere, as summarized by Abe et al. [34].
Its characteristic geometric parameters can be defined by layer height increment (Δh) and layer
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diameter (d), as shown in Fig. 3. 10. Due to overlapping between neighboring beads, as described
by Ding et al. [50], height increment Δh of each layer n is obtained by calculating the difference
between the height of the next layer n+1 and the current layer n, which is expressed as:

where n represents the number-of-time welding; this clarifies that the welding position of each
layer is the same as the previous layer height coordinates. To highlight this, each layer of a strut is
denoted as
Δ

, whose coordinates are the same as

, which is used to find the next welding layer

.Whenever

is mentioned, it also includes a

.

In the fabrication process, each layer is considered to have the same material composition and
thermal conductivity. Note that the material of the substrate and the filled wire may have a subtle
difference leading the inaccuracies in the process during the deposition of the first few layers.
Thus, strut-like substrates consisting of several layers need to be deposited before starting to
fabricate wire structures.
It is particularly pointed out that only one layer of substrate is drawn in the schematic diagram Fig.
3. 10, but in fact, the more substrate layers it is deposited, the less the impact on the workpiece in
the actual manufacturing process. The layer of the substrate closest to the strut is regarded as
and used to obtain the first layer position of

.

Fig. 3. 10. Definition of layer geometry, substrate, and layer data collected.

Due to unavoidable interferences in the physical welding process, layers with abnormal shapes
may occasionally appear, as shown in Fig. 3. 10. For the experiments conducted in this work,
these samples (which lie significantly outside of the average data range) will be excluded to
reduce errors and improve the model accuracy.
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3.4.2 Introduction to strut processing directions

A schematic diagram describing the build direction and torch direction of a wire structure is
shown in Fig. 3. 11. During the deposition process, the torch direction always remains parallel
with the build direction of the strut.

Fig. 3. 11. The schematic of the build direction and torch direction of the single strut.

During each welding period, the torch remains stationary at a certain distance from the deposition
point, referred to as the contact tip to work distance (CTWD). A strut with an inclined build
direction will feature a particular slope
will also have an inclined angle

between the two layers

and

. The torch direction

(relative to the workpiece coordinate system/geodetic

coordinate system), defined as:

It is worth noting that for these non-vertical struts, Δh is not measured vertically upward along the
z-axis direction but follows the build direction of the strut with the slope

. This measurement

method can ensure uniformity of measured results, thereby avoiding data distortion when building
bead modelling.
The alteration point highlighted in Fig. 3. 11 is used to distinguish when the build direction of the
strut varied so that the torch can adjust its direction accordingly. In situations where the build
direction changes smoothly with the Bezier curve, no alteration point is required. The geometric
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data required for these calculations can be readily obtained from CAD data. This point defined
zones where an adaptive slicing process is required, which is detailed in the following sections.

3.4.3 Research methods

The fabrication strategy developed in this thesis attempts to be feasible for any arbitrary strutbased wire structure. Fig. 3. 12 shows the overall flow chart of the automated WAAM process
planning algorithm for the WAAM of lattice structures from model inputs to manufacturing code.

Fig. 3. 12. Overall flow chart of the automated processing planning method.

Several essential modules include the strut extraction module, strut bead modelling module,
fabrication process simulation module, sequence initialization module, and a sequence
optimization module.
The strut extraction module is able to automatically generate a number of struts through the
various types of input models, including the mesh model, skeleton model, and CAD model.
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The strut bead modelling module, describing the relationships between the geometry of the struts
and the process parameters, is established to control the layer thickness and layer diameter in strut
slicing and to determine the optimum welding parameters corresponding to the desired strut bead
geometry. In addition to establishing the relationship between process parameter input and strut
geometry output, the thesis also investigates the material properties of strut fabricated with
WAAM to ensure its reliability in the industry. This part of the content is not reflected in the
flowchart.
The sequence initialization module contains two key sub-modules, namely the strut slicing and the
sequence generation. According to the generated struts and the established strut bead modelling
database, the strut slicing module generates a number of disordered layers. After that, the sequence
generation module generates the final collision-free and feasible deposition sequences for
robot/CNC code programming.
The sequence optimization module is of great importance to avoid the possible collision in the
WAAM of the complex wire/lattice structures, which optimizes the deposition sequence through
the two sub-modules, the collision prediction, and avoidance module, and the modification
intersections module, respectively. The collision prediction and avoidance sub-module detects the
potential collision and modifies the position and orientation of the welding torch to avoid the
collision. The modification of intersections sub-module is developed to solve excessive bead
overlapping at intersections of struts by removing unwanted layers and reorganizing the deposition
layers at intersections making the WAAM process feasible.
The fabrication process simulation module establishes a digital simulation model of the workpiece,
which plays a guiding role in the automated process planning method. It can improve the accuracy
of design solutions and verify the behavior of products in the actual natural environment.
This module is bidirectional. On the one hand, it can guide the user to input more reliable process
parameters and provide the optimized deposition sequence. Under these given parameters, it can
also provide the optimal deposition time per layer to compress the total manufacturing time
without affecting the stability of the strut formation. On the other hand, it can evaluate the quality
of the final product before the actual production starts, based on all user-defined process
parameters and the default generated processing sequence.
After starting the actual manufacturing process, this module is isolated since the simulation speed
can hardly catch up with the actual deposition speed, as mentioned before. Only when the
manufacturing process is interrupted by the malfunction or manually, and a new majorization of
the remaining manufacturing process is required can it be used again to redirect the new process
planning.
Fig. 3. 13 shows a manufacturing cycle for fabricating an arbitrary shape wire structure. The
modelling processes include the strut bead model and finite element model, which are used to
determine various parameters in the process at the beginning of the experiment.
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Fig. 3. 13. Experimental methodology represented using the robotic WAAM system.

While Fig. 3. 14 shows the processing flow developed especially for the lattice structures, which
emphasizes the sustainability of the manufacturing cycle. Although different processing systems
are given in schematic diagrams, the essence of the proposed research methods is not distinctive.
Therefore, the specific details will not be repeated here again.

Fig. 3. 14. Experimental methodology represented using the CNC-based WAAM system.
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Chapter 4
Implementation of Strut-based Bead Modelling
4.1 Chapter introduction
This chapter details the implementation of the strut-based bead modelling process. Strut-based
bead modelling provides optional process parameter specification bands as a reference for
fabricating struts with the WAAM process.
In the established model, some welding process parameters are used as input, and the geometric
specificity of the strut is employed as output to build a fingerprint database. It realizes to find
corresponding strut geometric formation results according to the designated process parameters’
fingerprint feature, as well as to find a variety of feasible combinations of the process parameters
according to the specified strut geometric feature.
The material properties of strut manufacturing by WAAM are also described in this chapter to
investigate whether it can be practically used in the industrial field and to elucidate the defects of
the as-fabricated strut and possible solutions. Additionally, the difference between strut structures
and thin-wall or solid structures fabricated by WAAM is also briefly introduced.

4.2 Selection of process parameter specification bands
Process parameters have significant effects on the forming quality of the strut. Therefore, it is
critical to establish a strut-based bead model to determine the appropriate parameters for
producing a geometrically correct part. The thesis takes the ER70S-6 as the main object of
explanation to illustrate the research process of this section.
In this experiment, the welding time (WT) and wire feed speed (WFS) are the major welding
process parameters that dominate the strut geometry. The WFS is the most critical parameter in
the welding process, which determines the welding power. The WFS combined with the WT
ultimately determines the total heat input for each depositing process.
Across all tests, the inter-layer temperature is cooled down to around room temperature so as to
ensure that each layer has the same heat condition. The CTWD used in this part is also calibrated
to the default value of 9 mm during each layer depositing process. Other welding parameters not
mentioned in the experiment were kept at default and did not change during the welding process.
In the study, WFS was selected from 1 m/min to 13 m/min in steps of 1 m/min, and WT from 1 s
to 7 s in steps of 0.5 s. There are a total of 169 combinations of the selected parameters, the
minimum heat input is about 400 J, and the maximum can reach 25000 J, as shown in Fig. 4. 1.
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Fig. 4. 1. Heat input map for selected ranges of WFS and WT.

The properties of these process parameter combinations are indicated in Fig. 4. 1, represented by
four boundaries as L-L, L-H, H-L, and H-H. The L-L boundary has the lower WFS and lowers
WT parameter combination of the four boundaries; its heat input per welding process is around
300 ~ 3000 J. The L-H boundary has a combination of lower WFS and higher WT parameters. Its
heat input per welding process is around 2000 ~ 11000 J. The heat input of the H-L boundary per
welding process is around 2000 ~ 10000 J. The H-H boundary has the higher WFS, and higher
WT parameter combination of the four boundaries, its heat input per welding process is over
15000 J and can be up to 26000 J.
Some figures of the as-built struts are given to discuss the formation results under these four
process parameter combinations boundaries.

A. The L-L boundary
Fig. 4. 2 presents some strut geometries with a combination of lower WFS and lower WT process
parameters. They have very acceptable geometric shapes. However, when the WFS is selected to
be too small, the as-processed strut also exhibits too tiny a diameter.
Smaller diameters may reduce the struts’ usefulness in the industrial field. Especially for lattice
structures, the size of its constituent truss core is related to the diameter of the internal strut.
Therefore, the smaller diameter causes its truss core size to be limited. Due to the large size of the
processing equipment (welding torch) used in the welding process and the low surface finish in the
manufacturing process, WAAM exhibits extremely low competitiveness in processing such
“delicate” workpieces compared to SLM or EBM. This study is more inclined to apple WAAM to
manufacture sizeable wire structures that cannot be processed economically by other metallic AM.
Therefore, the struts with larger diameters will be given higher priority consideration.
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Fig. 4. 2. Deposition results in the L-L boundary.

B. The L-H boundary
Fig. 4. 3 shows the geometric formations of the struts at the L-H boundary. It can be seen from the
figure that the remelting area between two adjacent layers in the strut is small, that is, the
penetration depth is not enough for each welding. This may be due to insufficient welding
instantaneous heat power caused by the lower WFS. Compared with the feedstock continuously
melted and merged into the molten pool on the strut, the heat input to the strut is not enough to
maintain the molten pool during the welding period, so that the bottom of the molten pool
solidifies faster than the new molten pool is formed on top of it.

Fig. 4. 3. Deposition results in the L-H boundary

The strut forming results at the L-H boundary shows poor stability, indicating that it is not feasible
to choose a longer WT when lower instantaneous heat input is adopted. For the CMT welding
process, its built-in control system automatically adjusts the relationship between WFS and heat
input (welding current and voltage), which means that the combination of process parameters at its
boundary cannot be employed in the objective deposition process.

C. The H-L boundary
The struts produced at the H-L boundary have the acceptable appearance, as shown in Fig. 4. 4.
However, within this boundary, choosing a more considerable WFS or a longer WT will make the
formation of some layers of strut slightly unstable. Combined with the results of the L-L boundary,
it can be inferred that a shorter WT is more conducive to a better geometric shape of the struts.
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Fig. 4. 4. Deposition results in the H-L boundary.

D. The H-H boundary
The struts deposited at the H-H boundary gave the worst results, which could not be formed at all,
as shown in Fig. 4. 5.

Fig. 4. 5. Deposition results in the H-H boundary.

This is in contrast to the interpretation of the strut formation results at the L-H boundary. Due to
the extremely high WFS selected in the experiment, a large amount of welding material was
rapidly melted into the molten pool above the strut. Since the WFS is proportional to the heat
input, the more extensive heat input and the molten wire will cause the molten pool to expand
until the surface tension of the molten pool cannot maintain the molten pool on the strut, which
eventually leads to collapse.
The formation results of the strut near the H-H boundary are shown in Fig. 4. 6. Their geometry
still shows instability with an accompanying tendency to collapse. Therefore, the process
parameter combination of higher WFS and longer WT is not recommended.
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Fig. 4. 6. Deposition results near the H-H boundary.

E. Summary of process parameter combination selection
Fig. 4. 7 presents the feasibility analysis for all process parameter combinations under the given
range. Based on the above results, it can be seen that the WFS has a more negligible effect on the
stability of strut formation, while the WT will determine the geometric formation quality of the
strut to a certain extent.

Fig. 4. 7. Feasible process parameter combination selection map.

In general, choosing a shorter WT will give each deposited layer of strut a more uniform forming
result, especially when the WFS is selected smaller. When the WFS is selected to be larger,
although the strut still has an acceptable appearance, the stability of its forming will be slightly
reduced.
In summary, the research selects the WFS 4 m/min to 7 m/min step 1 m/min and the WT 1.5 s to 3
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s step 0.5 s as the optimal process parameter specification band for depositing strut and develops
the detailed bead modelling process on it to accurately investigate the relationship between the
optimal process parameters combination and the height-increment and layer diameter of the strut.
The same method was also implemented in the ER 4043 aluminum alloy test, so the thesis will not
be described further. The optimal process parameters combinations for ER 4043 aluminum alloy
are selected as WFS 1 m/min to 4 m/min step 1 m/min, and the WT 1 s to 5 s step 1 s.

4.3 Layer geometry measurement and analysis
4.3.1 Vertical-up bead modelling

i. ER70S-6 mild steel test
Experiments are conducted for four different WFS (from 4 to 7 m/min) at four different WT (from
1.5 to 3 s), as shown in Table. 4. 1.
Table. 4. 1. Process parameters of ER70S-6

Wire feed speed

Arc current

Arc voltage

Welding

Welding energy

(m/min)

(A)

(V)

time (s)

(J)

4

92

13.7

1.5

1890.6

Si2

2.0

2502.8

Si3

2.5

3151.0

Si4

3.0

3781.2

1.5

2070.0

Si6

1.5

2760.0

Si7

2.0

3450.0

Si8

2.5

4140.0

1.5

2559.5

Si10

2.0

3412.6

Si11

2.5

4265.8

Si12

3.0

5118.9

1.5

2785.95

Si14

2.0

3714.6

Si15

2.5

4643.25

Si16

3.0

5571.9

Specimen
Si1

Si5

Si9

Si13

5

6

7

100

113

123

13.8

15.1

15.1

Substrates with ten layers were first deposited with WFS = 9 m/min and WT = 3 s before the strut
welding process began to eliminate the interference of external factors in the first few layers of
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struts. Each deposited strut consists of 20 layers, and two struts with the same set of process
parameters were fabricated, so a total of 40 sets of data were obtained under each parameter
combination.
The 3D profile scanner is used to obtain the height and diameter data of a strut. It uses the average
value of the z-coordinates near the deposition center as the height of the current layer and takes the
most considerable difference between the scan edge points (x, y) as the diameter of the current
layer. After collecting all the data of the strut layers, the average value of these data will be taken
as the final measurement value, including the diameter and the layer height increment of the
current strut.

Fig. 4. 8. The appearance of struts under the selected process parameter combinations.

Fig. 4. 8 shows the geometric formation of the struts under the 16 different process parameter
combinations. The layer diameter and layer height-increment of the struts in this figure are the
average values of all layer scanned data, and some data that deviate significantly from expected
values were removed, as mentioned in Section 3.3.
Fig. 4. 9 illustrates the effect of (a) WFS and (b) WT on the layer geometry. The graphs indicate a
linear correlation between them and the change in
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is more closely related to the value of WT.

Fig. 4. 9. The effect of (a) WFS and (b) WT on the layer geometry

Based on this, a second-order non-linear regression equation is computed to correlate the resultant
strut geometries relative to the WFS and WT, as shown in Fig. 4. 10.

Fig. 4. 10. The fitting results in layer diameter and layer height-increment.
The expression was defined as:

For the case with two-parameter inputs (

),

the eq. 4.1 can be simplified as follows:

where if the response V represents

,
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is WFS (known as S),

is WT (known as T),

= 0.479,

= 0.0650,

= 0.450,

= -0.001,

= -0.010,

= -0.0325.

= 0.0400,

= 0.153,

= -0.11260.

else if the response V represents d,
= 3.940,

= -0.282,

= 0.832,

Table. 4. 2 lists the fitting results

and

, with the corresponding error, which is defined as

the percentage deviation between the fitting value and the measured geometry, calculated by:

where e represents measured results, fitting results of d and h, respectively.
Table. 4. 2. Process parameters and layer geometry formation.

Sample

Measured results

Fitting results

Error (%)

No.
Si1

5.37

1.27

5.363

1.272

0.13

0.14

Si2

5.90

1.42

5.889

1.420

0.19

0.01

Si3

6.30

1.55

6.358

1.552

0.92

0.14

Si4

6.72

1.67

6.771

1.668

0.76

0.12

Si5

5.74

1.32

5.668

1.317

1.26

0.26

Si6

6.34

1.48

6.270

1.460

1.10

1.35

Si7

7.02

1.56

6.816

1.587

2.90

1.74

Si8

7.31

1.71

7.306

1.698

0.05

0.69

Si9

5.94

1.36

6.052

1.360

1.88

0.01

Si10

6.66

1.49

6.731

1.499

1.06

0.59

Si11

7.26

1.62

7.354

1.621

1.29

0.06

Si12

7.88

1.73

7.920

1.727

0.51

0.17

Si13

6.23

1.40

6.515

1.403

4.57

0.18

Si14

7.37

1.53

7.270

1.536

1.35

0.40

Si15

7.69

1.68

7.970

1.654

0.12

1.58

Si16

8.71

1.74

8.613

1.755

1.11

0.84

The error scatters plot of the measurement and fitting results for layer height-increment, and layer
diameter of the strut is shown in Fig. 4. 11. It can be seen that the prediction error of the layer
diameter is controlled within 2%; Most of the layer height-increment errors are also controlled
within 2.5%, and the maximum error is less than 4%.
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Fig. 4. 11. The relative errors of layer height-increment and layer diameter.

The normalized analysis is provided to compare the variation between measured values and
predicted data, as shown in Fig. 4. 12. All data is firstly normalized to

where

and

, which is determined by:

are the max and min data of the raw actual measured data.

The solid orange line (y = x) shown in Fig. 4. 12 indicates that the measured values closely match
their predicted counterpart. In this figure, most of the points are located on or near the line, which
indicates that the proposed bead modelling is able to accurately predict the layer geometry of a
well-formed strut within a given range.

Fig. 4. 12. Comparison between predicted and measured value (normalized)
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ii. ER 4043 aluminum alloy test
The same method is also used for ER 4043 aluminum alloy test. Different WTs and WFSs were
conducted to as-fabricated aluminum struts, and 12 specimens with various diameters were
investigated. The detailed process parameters are given in Table. 4. 3. During the deposition
process, each layer was waited for 20 seconds to sufficiently ensure that its interlayer temperature
could cool down to room temperature. The CTWD in experiments of bead modelling is set to 14
mm as the default value.
Table. 4. 3. Process parameters of ER 4043

Wire feed speed

Arc current

Arc voltage

Welding

Welding energy

(m/min)

(A)

(V)

time (s)

(J)

1

---

2

320.0

Sii3

3

480.0

Sii4

1

321.0

2

642.0

Sii6

3

963.0

Sii7

1

521.7

2

1043.4

Sii9

3

1565.1

Sii10

1

755.2

2

1510.4

3

---

Specimen
Sii1
Sii2

Sii5

Sii8

Sii11

1

2

3

4

16

30

47

64

10.0

10.7

11.1

11.8

Sii12

The same measurement apparatus and applied methodology were employed in the experiment. It
is worth noting that if a record value is significantly different (±30%) from the average sample in
the measurement and the first five layers near the substrate, this layer result will be removed in the
final calculation. With the continuous investigation of future experiments, the bead modelling
database can be expanded with more ideal welding parameter combinations under the given strut
geometry, thereby making the welding process stable and reliable.
The geometrical details for as-built samples were measured as summarized in Fig. 4. 13. It should
be noted that the experimental results of Sii1 and Sii12 were not included in Fig. 4. 13 since the
diameter of the strut Sii1 was too small while that of the strut Sii12 was too large, resulting in
unstable geometry. Therefore, the corresponding welding parameters for Sii1 and Sii12 were
unsuitable for the WAAM of lattice structures.
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Fig. 4. 13. The morphology of as-built aluminum struts.

4.3.2 Multi-directional bead modelling

Except for the ER70S-6 bead modelling test established for vertical-down deposition, it must also
ascertain layer geometry formation when the strut has an inclined angle. In WAAM, the surface
tension of the welding pool acts to counter gravitational forces during the welding process. For
each deposit, the Eotvos number

reported in [26] is used to represent the effect of gravity

relative to surface tension, which is expressed as:

where γ and

are obtained from Table. 3. 2. L is defined as the characteristic length. Here, it is

considered as the layer diameter d. As a general rule, when

< 1 (that is, d < 9 mm), the molten

pool can be maintained at the required position predominantly supported by the surface tension
[26]. Therefore, it is concluded that the deposition process can be carried out at an arbitrary angle
under all the process parameter combinations studied in the proposed bead modelling.
For struts with different angles, their layer geometries are only related to the welding parameters
WFS and WT, but not the inclined angle. Fig. 4. 14 demonstrates these findings, where a number
of struts were deposited with a strut angle varying from 0 to 60 degrees concerning the vertical
position as the regular one.
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Fig. 4. 14. The appearance of ER70S6 struts with inclined angles from 0° to 60° under the process parameter
combination (a) WFS = 6 m/min, WT = 2s, and (b) WFS = 7 m/min, WT = 2.5 s.

In the study, the test of depositing the strut with an angle while keeping the welding torch upright
was also carried out, and the forming result is shown in Fig. 4. 15 (b). The deposition coordinates
of each layer can be calculated by Eq. (3.2). The process parameter combinations selected is WFS
= 4 m/min, WT = 2 s.
Due to the combined effect of the droplet melting force and gravity, only the strut with a 70
inclined angle can be fabricated typically. Moreover, A smaller inclined angle also results in a
more giant projection of the layer height-increment in the horizontal direction, i.e., the welding
torch needs to be offset by a more significant distance, making the deposition process more
challenging to perform. Therefore, the research believes that in the deposition process of the strut,
the direction of the welding torch should be as consistent as possible with the strut build direction
to ensure that the strut has stable and high-quality geometric forming.

Fig. 4. 15. Depositing ER70S6 struts as (a) torch is parallel with the strut angle, and (b) torch maintains
vertical-down.

ER 4043 multi-directional bead modelling test was also carried out, as shown in Fig. 4. 16 (a). The
process parameter combinations selected is WFS = 4 m/min, WT = 1 s. The struts with different
inclined angles deposited under the above-selected process parameters were measured to have a
diameter

of about 9 mm, and the layer height-increment

input during each welding was 966 J.
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was about 1 mm, and the average heat

In the experiment, it is found that the ER 4043 aluminum alloy strut is more sensitive to the
deposition angle. When the WFS or WT increases, the control of its forming stability will be more
challenging. Therefore, the struts shown in the figure at a certain angle to the substrate (global
coordinate system) are actually processed in a vertical position through the rotation of the
worktable, as shown in Fig. 4. 16 (c).
Fig. 4. 16 (b) shows an as-fabricated strut-based sample. It can be seen that the vertical strut, as
well as the struts with the inclined angles relative to the substrate, are all of the high and stable
formation quality. Therefore, it is well accepted that a scalloped appearance with an appealing
surface finish can be produced in the strut with an arbitrary inclined angle.

Fig. 4. 16. (a) ER4043 Strut-based modelling, (b) a strut structure, and (c) Schematic of rotating inclined
strut to vertical position via workbench rigid movement.

4.4 Material properties of the as-deposited struts
The investigation of the material properties of the strut is a crucial link in bead modelling, which
is used to illustrate the reliability of the strut made by WAAM after it is put into production. As a
lightweight structure, the aluminum alloy lattice structure is very attractive to the field of additive
manufacturing. Therefore, this section focuses on ER 4043 materials and gives a detailed
investigation of the microstructural evolution, hardness distribution, mechanical strength, and
fractural features at different positions in struts with different diameters.
The metallographic specimens for microstructural observation were extracted from the bottom
region, middle region, and top region of as-received samples, respectively. After that, these
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specimens were grinded, polished, and etched in Kroll reagent (2% vol HF, 6% vol HN
balance

with

O) according to standard procedures. The microstructures were characterized by a

Leica DMR optical microscope (OM). The Vickers hardness testing was performed at the crosssectional centerline of specimens with a load of 100 g and a dwell time of 15 s. Rectangular tensile
tests were realized on an Instron universal testing machine using a crosshead speed of 0.5 mm/min
at room temperature. The fracture surfaces were inspected on a JEOL JSM- 6490LA Scanning
Electron Microscopy (SEM) at 20 kV. Two struts
diameter of 4.7 mm and

and

were fabricated,

with a smaller

with a larger diameter of 9.7 mm. Both of them had a total length of

100 mm.

4.4.1 Microstructural evolution

Fig. 4. 17 shows the optical micrographs of specimens

and

at different locations. Two

distinct regions, layer zone (LZ) and overlap zone (OZ), are alternately produced in as-deposited
samples. Their main microstructural features present a dendritic morphology consisting of α-Al
solid solution transformed from prior Al grains and Al-Si eutectics generated between grain
boundaries.

Fig. 4. 17. Optical micrographs of the selected struts at different locations.

From bottom to top regions of as-built samples, the inhomogeneous microstructure is significant
due to the various thermal histories in additive manufacturing [10], and the microstructural
morphology is also different at various locations. α-Al grains in LZ tend to grow in a long and
narrow columnar shape due to the driving by the temperature gradient during deposition [188].
Al-Si eutectic mixture in OZ receives enough heat input to grow in a continuous equiaxed or
network during the re-melting and recrystallization process of the fresh layer. This results in
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heterogeneous microstructures and grain size in comparison to layer zone, as shown in Fig. 4. 17.
Fig. 4. 18 displays a schematic illustration of the microstructural evolution to further explain the
microstructure features. It is well understood that a single thermal cycle tends to produce a layered
zone fully containing columnar grains and an overlap zone dominated by intertwining grains.

Fig. 4. 18. schematic illustration of the relationship between the thermal state and microstructural evolution.

The grain size is dependent on the temperature gradient G and solidification rate R, and the grain
morphology is determined by the ratio of G/R [189]. Due to the generation and development of
graded temperature, the G/R was decreased with the locations away from the molten boundary,
leading to the changes of grains from columnar shape to equiaxed in networks. Hence, grains in
LZ have a columnar shape with a direction particular to the liquid/solid surface under graded
temperature and equiaxed grains present in OZ [190]. As there is sufficient heat to produce the
recrystallization in OZ, a more fine-grained α-Al and Al-Si eutectic mixture can be coarsened, as
indicated in Fig. 4. 19.
Notably, of the microstructure observed in Fig. 4. 17, a periodic feature was found regardless of
the sample size. This can be attributed to the combined effects of interaction between inherent
thermal cycles and build dimensional geometry. Moreover, it should be illustrated here that the
development of this typical microstructure possibly weakens the mechanical strength due to the
alternative grain size and microstructural distribution, leading to the generation of locations with
internal stress concentration where the fracture quickly occurs. The periodic microstructural
feature is also different from those produced by the typical WAAM process, which generally
exhibits large columnar grains that grow through multiple layers, and by the SLM process, which
shows a fine and homogeneous microstructure in the building direction [191].
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Fig. 4. 19. Optical micrographs of (a) layer zone and (b) overlap zone in the as-deposited strut.

As a statistical summary in Fig. 4. 20, the grains of small diameter samples have a much smaller
average size than those in the samples with a large diameter. This is primarily due to the extent to
which less heat accumulation contributed a rapid solidification of to melt pool and then offered
more dendrite fragments to deposit material.

Fig. 4. 20. Statistical distributions of the width of α-Al grains for

and

.

4.4.2 Hardness distribution

The hardness distribution of the specimens at the different locations is shown in Fig. 4. 21. It
clearly demonstrates no noticeable variation in measured average hardness values from the bottom
to top regions of both samples. However, due to the periodic microstructural distribution along
with the build-up, the hardness values tend to be periodically distributed, which is consistent with
the close relationship between the microstructure and micro-hardness in existing pieces of
literature. Specimen

tended to be slightly harder than

, with approximately 3% difference in

recorded hardness, which is mainly related to small grains that increase the possibility of hindering
effecting on dislocations to prevent plastic deformation.
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Fig. 4. 21. Microhardness distribution of the specimens at different locations.

For deposited material, the Si atoms were inlaid in the grain boundaries of the α-Al matrix as a
rigid element. As specimen

has rapid solidification and small grains, the solid solubility of Si in

Al matrix was increased, and more Si atoms displaced Al atoms in Al lattice, leading to the
distortion of Al and then contributing to solid solution strengthening. Therefore,
slightly higher hardness values than

presents

.

4.4.3 Mechanical strength

Fig. 4. 22 plots the ultimate tensile stress (UTS) and elongation to failure to enable the mechanical
property of two diameter samples to be quickly compared.

Fig. 4. 22. Mechanical properties of the selected specimen (a) stress-strain curves; (b) tensile strength and
elongation.

It can be illustrated that the tensile strength of the sample

and sample

are 172.5 MPa and

163 MPa, respectively, which both have higher values than specified by the ASTM standard for
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commercial aluminum materials used in this study [71]. A detailed comparison of the tensile test
results is presented in Table. 4. 4. The result suggests that the WAAM process can be able to
produce aluminum struts with a high mechanical strength relevant to industrial manufacturing.
Table. 4. 4. Comparison of the strength of ER4043 aluminum components produced by WAAM.

Specimen

UTS (MPa)

Elongation (%)

WAAM-strut

172.5

7.6

WAAM-strut

163.0

6.9

WAAM-wall structures [189]

151.9

16.8

WAAM-wall structures [192]

141

17.0

In addition, the mechanical strength of as-deposited specimens is significantly different, with
comparatively higher UTS in the small diameter struts. As discussed, it is evident that the grains in
the sample

appear to have a size smaller than its in the sample

, which suggests that

have

a higher strength based on the description of the Hall-Petch relationship. These small grains and
fine precipitates also contribute to more lattice plane distortion and rich hindering dislocations to
enhance mechanical performance. Hence, the variation in mechanical strength should be of
concern in the WAAM process when the building geometry generates.
Although high tensile strength is visible in the aluminum structures by SAAM, the experimental
results have shown that the elongation of the sample

and sample

are only 7.7% and 6.9%,

respectively, which are much lower than 22% of the ASTM standard specification [71]. It is
possibly attributed to a number of porosities produced in the aluminum structures. Unless ductility
can be improved by an effective ancillary process or post-heat treatment steps, the manufactured
component will have weakness in the service.

4.4.4 Fracture behaviors

The fractography of broken tensile samples is shown in Fig. 4. 23. As can be seen, the specimens
present brittle morphology with clear shallow and stretched microvoid coalescence in response to
fracture. It is well known that these microvoids are often generated during plastic flow in
undissolved Al-Si eutectic mixture particles and separate at the particle-matrix interface with
plastic stress increase, consequently contributing to delicate ridges. Moreover, the fracture
morphology has numerous cuplike depressions or dimples whose size depends on the number of
microvoid-initiation sites available and the relative plasticity of the matrix.
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Fig. 4. 23. The typical fractography of produced aluminum struts.

In fact, there are no significant changes in the fracture features between two investigated
specimens that have been deposited with various diameters. However, large microvoids are found
in samples with large diameters, resulting from the amount of large-scale initiation sites created by
a massive Al-Si eutectic mixture (Fig. 4. 19 (b)). Furthermore, the fracture surface of the specimen
contained greater pores, as displayed in Fig. 4. 24. In AM-produced aluminum structures, pores
are, in general, the most detrimental defects. During the tensile test, high strain accumulation
around pore defects promotes early crack nucleation and propagation, resulting in fracture
occurrence at low force loading.
Moreover, for

, the large Si particles initially tend to crack due to the lower nucleation stress

contributing to decreasing strength. Hence, combined with both these factors, the large diameter
struts have inferior mechanical strength and low elongation performance than that of the small
diameter. Notably, high heat input for deposit aluminum may lead to great porosity content owing
to the increase in droplet temperature and gas solubility in the weld pool. Moreover,
high pore density as well.

Fig. 4. 24. High-resolution fractography of (a) sample
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and (b) sample

.

is seen as

4.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, a bead modelling process was developed to accurately ascertain and predict the
optimal process parameters for the desired bead geometry of the strut. Sufficient bead modelling
fingerprint data are stored in the developed program.
With the user input of the desired strut geometry, the program can automatically select the most
suitable welding parameter combinations according to the database of the bead model. It is worth
noting that a bead modelling methodology is still an empirical approach. It is affected by the
processing environment, welding equipment, material composition, etc., making it impossible to
find a general representation model for all kinds of metal materials, as described in section 2.4.
Therefore, a large number of experiments still need to be adopted further to enhance the
applicability of the proposed strut-based bead modelling.
Material properties experiments on struts showed that the WAAM-fabricated ER4043 struts can
have refined grains (7 m on average), increased hardness, and enhanced tensile strength (about
173 MPa) due to rapid solidification. Along with the strut height, a periodic microstructure is
created, different within the WAAM-fabricated thin-walled structures.
The higher tensile strength provides satisfactory results, making it can be adopted as the
lightweight solution for solid/buck structures. However, its lower-than-average elongation may
limit its energy-absorbing properties, so further research is needed to improve its relative material
properties during the WAAM processing.
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Chapter 5
Development of Strut-based Process Planning
5.1 Chapter introduction
This chapter presents the developed strut-based WAAM process planning program in detail. The
proposed method includes the strut extraction module, sequence initialization module, and
sequence optimization module. Among these modules, the innovative sequence optimization
module and sequence optimization module fulfill the automated process planning requirements
without collision as well as guarantee the collision-free deposition with high quality at
intersections of struts. A user-friendly interface has been developed for non-experts to operate the
process planning.
To verify the validity and effectiveness of this proposed WAAM approach, two-and threedimensional wire structures/lattice structures have been fabricated automatically using CAD
models as inputs. These exercises demonstrate that the proposed strut-based process planning
method contributes to producing practical lattice structures and a highly automated WAAM
system for industrial application

5.2 Strut extraction and adaptive slicing
5.2.1 Strut-based wire structure overviews

The strut-based wire structure consists of a network of interconnected straight struts built up by a
series of successive deposits formed by short-time layer-by-layer welding, during which the
welding torch remains stationary. The characteristic of every individual straight strut,
, is extracted as the line-segment central path, determined by the coordinates of its two
ends, as shown in Fig. 5. 1 (a).
These two feature points are named the start point

, and end point

. The start point

represents the position where the part is first processed, and the end point represents the position
where a process is finished. Each strut contains one start point and one end point. Intersections are
positions where more than two struts meet each other. The starting points of contact with the
substrate are marked as open points. When these points are found, they will be stored at the end of
the priority queue (minheap). When the program starts to find the processing sequence, they will
be popped first to speed up the search efficiency.
Close points are those struts that only have end points but no start points. These points are used to
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indicate that some strut parts of the wire structure have been processed. At this time, these struts
will be removed from the queue to reduce the number of program indexes. All close points must
consist of more than two endpoints. This means that all fabricated wire structures must be closed
shapes (including substrate). This is because the unenclosed shape lacks practical use since they
lose the ability to support other struts. While a stand-alone strut may have artistic value in modern
aircraft, it is not within the scope of the industrial application developed in this study.

Fig. 5. 1. (a) The definition of the strut-based wire structure. (b) Transformation of the curved wire structure
into a strut-based wire structure.

The curved strut, as shown in Fig. 5. 1 (b), is divided into multiple straight struts through adding
uniformly distributed nodes along with its skeleton. This simplification is similar to the
triangulated approximation of a 3D CAD model in STL. It should be noted that using connected
straight struts instead of directly using the curved strut can significantly improve the
computational efficiency while maintaining the accuracy of the model in WAAM.

5.2.2 Strut extraction

Usually, the strut-based wire structure can be obtained by skeleton extraction of the input data
point model. For the input of a 3D model, using the STL model as an example, as shown in Fig. 5.
2. For a given 3D model (a), triangulated representation (STL) of the model is firstly processed,
and the mesh model is achieved, as shown in (b). As pointed out in Fig. 2. 20, the expression of
STL is composed of multiple vertex coordinates of the triangular facets. Each facet contains three
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vertices

, Combining each vertex in two will get its line segments

, that is,

struts.

Fig. 5. 2. Bunny STL model. (a) 3D model, (b) mesh model, and (c) wire structure.

For a model represented by the triangular surface facets, each strut within is repeated twice, and
the vertices of the strut may be repeated multiple times, depending on the number of other
triangular facets it borders, as shown in Fig. 5. 2 (c). Therefore, after obtaining all the struts, it is
necessary to deduplicate them, and then the entity 3D model can be expressed as a wire structure.

5.2.3 Adaptive slicing methodology

An adaptive slicing algorithm is proposed to find the deposition points for each strut part. It is
worth noting that the input strut is not necessarily all line segment features. It may also have spline
curve (Bezier curve) features. Therefore, such strut needs to be preprocessed to be coarsened into
multiple continuous straight-line segments. Next, we have the task of determining a) the total
number of individual struts

in part, and b) the total number of layers

,

contained in each of

these struts.
For any particular strut , no matter how complex its direction of growth, if it shares its start point
with the end point of a different strut

And its end point
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is shared with a start point of a

different strut

, then the strut between these two characteristic points can be defined as an

independent strut, as an example shown in Fig. 5. 3 (b).

Fig. 5. 3. Schematic diagrams of slicing methods. (a) Wire structure model, (b) Acquisition of independent
struts, (c) Proposed strut slicing method.

After the classification of the individual struts is complete, the next step is to determine the
number of layers

,

belonging to each strut . A simplistic approach, which splits the central

axis of each strut into linear segments of length

, may seem logical but ultimately will not

suffice in cases where the build direction of the strut changes. This approach will not accurately
capture the actual height increment added during the deposition process. To overcome this, a
different approach is proposed, as outlined in Fig. 5. 3 (c).
In this method, a sphere

with a radius of

at the starting point of the first strut

, is used to slice each strut. The sphere is centered

and the intersection of the sphere and

define the deposition point of the next layer

. This process continues until all struts are
are determined by the intersection of the

processed. The deposition points for each layer
sphere surface produced by the previous layer

is then used to

. The coordinates for the point in the strut ,

can be defined as:
, ,

where

,

is a sphere with its center at

, ,

,

and a radius of

, and

is a set containing all

coordinates of . In this way, a curve is divided into polylines of equal length. This is a standard
method for finding the intersection of multiple objects in engineering applications.
However, the calculation for solving the intersection points of a sphere and the build path of the
strut is complicated and time-consuming. To simplify this process, the spherical coordinate
algorithm library was imported to reduce the time of solving multi-equations. The (x, y, z) form of
a curve in the Cartesian coordinate system can be mapped to the ( , , ) form of the spherical
coordinate, via:
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Only two points

need to be found in the spherical coordinate system that the distance

between them is equal to the slice length

via:

If the z coordinate of the curve does not change, its φ takes

, that is, it can also be expressed in

polar coordinate form. Fig. 5. 4 shows an example of the picture representing the polar
coordinates adopted for the process. It is worth noting that the visual representation of the sliced
layers may be difficult to observe and not very intuitive, so we mainly focus on the obtained data
points of the slice coordinates.

Fig. 5. 4. Picture representation of the polar coordinates adopted for the process.

It is worth noting that the essence of solving the equation of the circle and the curve is to find two
points on the curve whose distance is equal to the radius of the circle. In fact, this is how to solve
this problem in the spherical coordinate system. Obviously, it is convenient to directly solve it in
the Cartesian coordinate system without additional coordinate conversion. Therefore, this method
can be optimized to find two points

on the strut whose distance

is equal to the slice length

, via:

,

where

,

is a point on the strut with

slice layer. The first point

,

,

elements, that is, the obtained point is the position of the

in this calculation is the start point

be determined by finding a point

,

, and the next point

,

can

away from it along the build direction of the strut, and so on,

until the entire strut is traversed. The algorithm divides a strut

into polylines of

equal length. It is worth noting that the strut may not be divided exactly into
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layers with

layers. In these

situations, if the distance between the last slice layer and the end point
than

,

of the strut is greater

, then an additional slice layer is added to the end point, and vice versa.

Fig. 5. 5 discusses the performance of the slicing algorithm in some rare cases. If the curvature of
the build direction of a strut changes significantly in a small range, its original path details may be
lost due to the limitation of slicing accuracy. As shown in Fig. 5. 5 (a), a curve path is represented
by the polyline shaped like a straight line. When multiple points with a distance equal to

are

found on the strut from a slice layer, as shown in Fig. 5. 5 (b), the algorithm will select the firstreach point along the build direction of the strut as the next slice layer to ensure that strut will not
lose extra details. Enlarging R can also realize the roughening of the strut with curvature, making
it more characteristic of a straight-line segment, and the method will not be repeated.
The proposed algorithm also performs preliminary collision detection on struts with different end
points, as shown in the example shown in Fig. 5. 5 (c). For a strut, the lines with length

are

drawn along the vertical direction of its build direction. If some parts of another strut appear
within this length, it means that the two struts are too close, and the depositing process will be
blocked. It is noteworthy that there is no need to detect the collision of struts with the same end
point, as they must have collision areas. The corresponding processing methods of them are shown
in the next section.

Fig. 5. 5. The performance of the adaptive slicing for some build paths of struts

It is worth noting that if a curved strut is too long, or its curvature changes significantly, it will be
broken into multiple consecutive struts, that is, to add a new start point and end point to the
original strut, as an example shown in Fig. 5. 6 (a). The basis for adding start/end point positions
is mainly based on whether there is an exact end point contributed by multiple struts around.
Secondly, according to its curvature change, and interrupted it at the maximum curvature change.
Considering the strut geometry shown in the bead modelling, WAAM does not work well for
struts with significant curvature changes in a small range. Therefore, most of the time, the input
strut will be coarsened into multiple straight-line segments connected end to end, as shown in Fig.
5. 6 (b). The strut coordinates will change after coarsening, so the coarsening process should be
executed first. Otherwise, the strut needs to be sliced again after this process.
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Fig. 5. 6. An example diagram of (a) adding a new strut and (b) strut coarsening.

For strut, which is itself a line segment feature, the slicing process for it is more straightforward.
To slice a straight-line segment strut, the fixed-point formula can be used as simplified from Eq.
(5.5). Its length

where
and

is defined as:

is the coordinate difference of the line segment from the start point

to end point

,

represents its coordinate dimension.

According to the input layer height-increment

, the number of layers

is divided and rounded

down by:

The coordinates of each slice layer are:







where p is the vector of the line segment; p1 , and p 2 represents the vector of the start point and
the end point, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 5. 7, each sliced layer is characterized as a circle perpendicular to the vector of
its belonging line segment. The diameter is equal to layer diameter d, and the center point is the
welding target. With the same method, the algorithm also generates a concentric circle with a
diameter equal to the welding torch at the same location and adds it to each sliced layer data of
strut for subsequent collision prediction module, as shown in Fig. 5. 7 (a). It is worth noting that
intersecting struts are considered collided by default, so collision avoidance is always required to
optimize the sequence of layers.
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Fig. 5. 7. (a) strut appearances with torch collision prediction. (b) Slicing for every single strut.

5.2.4 Height control system

As shown in Fig. 4. 9, there are variations (± 20%) between the predicted value of the layer height
increment and the actual measured values. Therefore, as the fabrication process continues,
differences between the predicted layer height increment and actual deposited layer height can
occasionally occur to lead to cumulative errors. This can severely deteriorate the overall geometry
of the deposited part.
To overcome this challenge, the thesis proposes an alternative method using lag control to adjust
the welding point when the actual height increment of a layer does not match the theoretical one,
in which the CTWD is used as the study object to find their difference. When there is a difference
between the actual height

and the theoretical height increment

, if the torch is still moving

Δha along the build direction, the CTWD on this layer will change.
Yuan et al. [14] pointed out that the change of CTWD can be reflected by the change of welding
voltage. To do this, a number of tests were conducted, where the test range of CTWD is from 4 to
24 mm, during which WFS is maintained at 4 m/min and WT at 2 s. The acquisition value of
current and voltage is the average value, and the sampling frequency is 2000 Hz. The results are
presented in Fig. 5. 8.
The current remains relatively constant at 60 A, and the voltage has a positive linear correlation
with the change of CTWD. The actual

can be calculated by the difference between the

CTWD used in the bead modelling and the actual

shown by the voltage. It is worth

mentioning that this method records the relationship between CTWD and voltage, so it always
assumes that the height increment of the current deposit layer is

.

When the deposition process of a layer is completed, the welding torch will shift the distance
to the next layer, regardless of the actual height increment of the current layer. Then, during the
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processing phase for the next layer, if the recorded voltage

is different from the corresponding

value for CTWD, the position is then adjusted accordingly.

Fig. 5. 8. Relationship between the CTWD with the current and voltage, here

=0.1017

8.673.

It should be emphasized here that, in CMT welding, the voltage increases with the elongation of
CTWD due to the automatic control algorithm of the CMT welding power source, as summarized
by Luan et al. [14]. Fronius CMT welder will ensure the stability of the welding current and WFS
during the welding process.
Compared with other welding process parameters, such as welding current, arc voltage, and
welding speed (WFS), the impact of the changes in CTWD is not apparent to the bead geometry,
as studied by Hu et al. [193], as shown in Fig. 5. 9.

Fig. 5. 9. The influence of welding parameters on the weld bead geometry [193].

Therefore, in this thesis, the change of CTWD is a way to avoid collisions without considering its
impact on the strut geometry. However, too long CTWD caused the offset of the welding position
due to the slight bending of the aluminum wire, so there were some “necks” in the middle part of
some struts, which will explain in the following sections. The changes in CTWD do impact the
strut-based structure more or less, and the research on this phenomenon will also be the focus of
future works.
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The overall adaptive slicing method combined with the height control system is presented as a
flow chart shown in Fig. 5. 10. When there is a divergent between the actual deposition height of a
layer and the theoretical height increment detected by the height control system, the method will
regard this layer as the new start point to re-slice the remaining parts of the strut so as to ensure
the stability of the entire depositing process. It is worth noting that the adjustment of the robot/
CNC machine tool poses refers to the position of the tool center point (welding torch tip). Welding
position and rotation are derived from the parts’ coordinates and the building direction of each
layer in the strut.

Fig. 5. 10. Processes of the slicing and height control methods for the strut.

Combined with the height control system, the effectiveness of this adaptive slicing methodology is
highlighted in Fig. 5. 11, in which two arc-shaped struts are deposited (a) with or (b) without the
present adaptive slicing method.
Fig. 5. 11 (a) shows the strut fabricated successfully via the proposed adaptive method. While
with a constant slicing height, as shown in Fig. 5. 11 (b) and (c), the positional errors in the static
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approach accumulate as the deposition process continues, destroying the final geometric shape of
the strut.

Fig. 5. 11. Arc-shaped strut deposition process (a) with adaptive CTWD changes, (b) in static deposition
approach, and (c) Cumulative errors in (b) discontinues the deposition.

5.3 Struts sequencing and optimization
5.3.1 Multi-struts branch intersection definition

The intersections of a wire structure occur where two or more struts’ end points merge together,
which is defined as a convergent node; when the same end points of struts correspond to the start
points of two or more new struts, then it is called a divergent node, as shown in Fig. 5. 12. As the
deposition process for a given strut nears these nodes, some strategies need to be employed to
avoid poor weld bead geometry or potential collision between the torch nozzle and the component.
Detailed processing strategies for these areas will be described in subsequent sections.

Fig. 5. 12. The example of (a) the divergent node and (b) the convergent node.
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5.3.2 Generating strut process sequence

Each independent and disordered strut (which contains all slice layers) generated by section 5.2
are initially sequenced by sorting the heights of the strut end points. Through using the end pointpriority algorithm (all struts now have been sorted according to the end point height), the struts
with the same end point height will be traversed first. The algorithm makes each strut as the
comparison object, finds the struts with the exact x-y coordinates through successive iterations,
and puts them into the same sequence until all the struts are processed.
According to their start point positions, all struts then need to be reordered (such as left-to-right) to
make the fabrication process more orderly. It is worth noting that every time a strut is stored in a
sequence, a label will be added to shield it from the iterator, thereby avoiding being repeatedly
selected. The specific processing method is as follows.
The wire structure, which is expressed as

, can be represented as start/end points set

, and individual struts set

.

The first step in the path planning process is to identify struts that share the same convergent or
divergent nodes, as mentioned in Fig. 5. 12. Any independent strut except for struts connected to
the substrate must have a convergent node and a divergent node since the wire structure is defined
as a closed shape, as mentioned in section 5.2.1. Thus, for all struts
these which have the same starting point are placed in the set
𝑑𝑖𝑣
𝒫𝑚

𝑖

𝑚

Therefore, all struts in

𝑖1

𝒫

,

, defined as:

𝑗1

𝑖1

𝑗1

that have the same start point is labeled as

. Correspondingly, all

struts which share the same particular end point are defined as:
𝒫

The build sequence of struts should be arranged in terms of their end point height (from low to
high on the z-axis) to avoid a scenario where higher struts are processed, blocking access for the
welding torch to deposit underneath struts as mentioned before.
The next step is to generate a valid deposition sequence. As logic dictates, any given strut must
have at least one strut underneath it to provide support. This means that the end point of any strut
will also be the starting point in another strut. With this in mind, struts that are successfully
deposited are put into the set

∗

. Struts that have not yet been deposited or will be

deposited soon are defined as,

When planning a deposition sequence, convergent nodes are used as the basis for the analysis.
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First, for a given convergent node, a search for all the struts which converge upon it is performed.
Then, all struts whose end points are consistent with their starting point, are expressed as,

∈𝒮𝒫
𝒫

The role of

is that for any strut in the set

same end point
element in

as its start point

. Only when

𝒫

, it will index all other struts which share the

. This element is then compared one by one with each

contains all the same elements as in

, can a valid processing

sequence be established.
Through the above steps, the processing sequence is initially generated. Each sequence is
independent of the other, and the types of struts include only the following two types: one or
multiple intersecting in the same end point with different start points, as some examples are shown
in Fig. 5. 13.

Fig. 5. 13. Sequence overview. (a) A well-performed wire structure; (b) An unbuildable wire structure
because the minimum distance between

and

is lower than the torch radius (assuming the torch radius is
20mm).

The different colors represent different processing sequences, as sorting by colors from dark to
light. The

mark represents the detailed different processing sequences; The

the strut within the given processing sequence; The

mark represents

mark indicates a minimum distance

between the current strut and its disjoint-built strut that is lower than the radius of the torch. As an
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example, shown in Fig. 5. 13, assuming the radius of the torch employed is 20 mm. The minimum
distance between

and

in Fig. 5. 13 (a) is 43.3 mm. Therefore, when

deposited, the torch will not collide with
and
hit on

. However, in Fig. 5. 13 (b), the distance between

is smaller than the torch radius, so after
if it goes to deposit

is going to be

processing is finished, the torch will inevitably

.

In the current development stage, if such a situation occurs in the input model without further
modification, the program will treat the interconnected struts as a whole and deposit them layerby-layer according to their z-coordinate height to avoid collisions.

5.3.3 Handling branch intersections

A. Collision prediction and avoidance
After the initial sequences of the strut and deposition layers are generated, the next step is to
optimize/modify the sequences to meet the requirement of collision-free fabrication in WAAM.
The strategies in this section are developed to solve the collision problem of multiple struts at the
intersection.
For struts emanating from a divergent node, two build options are available. First, the struts could
be deposited by alternating the deposition process evenly between them, so in effect, they are built
up simultaneously. Alternatively, each strut can be deposited individually in one shot according to
their strut number i, as shown in Fig. 5. 12(a).
The first method usually produces poor strut geometry, as shown in Fig. 5. 14 (a). This is mainly
due to the slippage of the molten pool during the welding process. The molten pool is prone to be
adsorbed towards the adjacent strut whose material has already been deposited so that the
deposition process does not proceed in the expected position, resulting in a deformed structure.

Fig. 5. 14. Examples of fabricating divergent branch intersections. (a) deposit layer-by-layer in the traditional
z-direction; (b) deposit one-by-one in order; (c) adaptive CTWD changes to avoid collisions.
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To avoid this phenomenon, struts at this point need to be continuously deposited and
manufactured one by one according to their corresponding processing sequence, as shown in Fig.
5. 14 (b). Under this strategy, CTWD also needs to be dynamically adjusted to prevent the torch
from colliding with deposited struts if they have a small included angle, as shown in Fig. 5. 14 (c).
A strut-based sample that is not limited by the divergent node fabrication strategy proposed above
is shown in Fig. 5. 15 as its two divergent struts have a large included angle. Nonetheless, the
thesis still recommends using a continuous deposition method to manufacture all struts one by one
near the divergent points.

Fig. 5. 15. An as-deposited sample that is not sensitive to divergent point processing strategies.

In convergent nodes, the converging struts will continually reduce the space available for the
welding torch nozzle as the build process continues, and eventually, the torch will collide with the
strut, as shown in Fig. 5. 16 (a). It is more critical and more challenging to develop a
manufacturing strategy for struts near the convergent points.

Fig. 5. 16. Examples of fabricating convergent branch intersections. (a) determine the collision area; (b)
change CTWD to avoid collisions; (c) the final geometry of this sample.
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Each of these will have its own collision range, , which is determined through the build direction
of the counterpart strut, calculated by:

,

where

represents the direction vector of the strut,

is torch diameter. Here, the torch centerline

is considered as a ray along the build direction of the current strut at a deposition point. All struts
that intersect with the current strut need to find deposition layers closest to the convergence node,
whose point-to-ray distance is less than the radius of the torch. At this distance, i.e., the deposition
height reaches

, the torch is moved a certain distance away to avoid collisions with

other struts.
The CTWD is used as an adjustable parameter to maximize the distance between the nozzle and
the struts, as shown in Fig. 5. 16(b), and its detailed schematic description is shown in Fig. 5. 17
(a). According to the angle between struts, the layer diameter of the strut, and the diameter of the
welding torch, it can be inferred that there is a minimum height limit for the torch near the
convergent point, which the limit line can be obtained by shifting the depositing centerline of strut
along the positive z-axis by

.

Fig. 5. 17. Convergent point collision analysis. (a) Increase CTWD to move the welding torch out of the
collision area and (b) rotate the welding torch to avoid depositing materials in the wrong position.
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The new welding coordinate point needs to be obtained by moving the welding torch away from
the strut along the deposition center line until its lowest point is higher than the torch minimum
height line. It should be noted that the height obtained by λ is the actual height of the collision area.
The coordinate of the sliced layer generated by the algorithm is the height at the beginning of
welding, which means that the actual height is the sum of the sliced layer height and layer heightincrement.
By default, the CTWD length can be set to 10~12 times the diameter of the welding wire. In the
experiment, it is set to 14 mm, as mentioned in the experimental setup. This length makes the
torch body initially 14 mm away from the welding point, thus reducing many scenarios requiring
an increase in the CTWD to move the torch away.
When the two strut deposition points are close to the convergence point, if the layer diameter is
large, it may block the welding wire and make the welding position wrong, as shown in Fig. 5. 17
(b). The analysis of this situation is to process the CTWD into a line segment and determine
whether it passes through the circle enclosed by the slice layer. If it passes, it needs to rotate an
angle until the CTWD, and the circle no longer intersect. Similarly, according to the practice in the
experiment, if the strut has a large layer diameter and a large torch protection nozzle diameter, the
CTWD needed to avoid collisions can be extended to the maximum of 25 mm, which affects
welding stability, leading to undesirable geometric shapes of the welding layer, such as collapse,
deformation, and shrinkage. Under these circumstances, it is also necessary to rotate the torch with
the same method.

B. Modification of intersections
As shown in Fig. 5. 18 (a), multiple layers with various normal vectors are generated at the
intersection point since each intersected strut is sliced once at the current position. For example,
six layers are generated at the middle intersection (con-div node), which belongs to 6 different
struts. Three layers are generated at the rest intersections, which are either convergence nodes or
divergence nodes. Also, in the area near the intersections, the sliced layers from different struts are
overlapped each other to some extent. Excessive bead overlapping at intersections will deteriorate
the forming quality at the intersections. Therefore, modifications of the sliced layers at
intersections are required to improve the deposition quality.
The following principles are proposed to optimize the sliced layers and sequence at intersections:
(1) For the struts layer near the divergence point, the start point layers of all struts above this point
will be deleted;
(2) For the struts layer near the convergence point, the end point layers of all struts under this
point will be deleted;
(3) For the struts layer near the div-point and the con-point, the end point layers of multiple struts
below this point will be deleted, but the one that is closest to the center of these points will be
retained, then it will continue to proceed in accordance with the delete strategy for handling
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divergence points;
(4) For the struts at the close point, an end point will be re-added, the direction of which is
obtained from the strut with the smallest angle

to the horizontal.

(5) For the struts near the div-point or con-point, if the horizontal projection of a layer with a
sizeable inclined angle

exceeds the deposition center of the layer with the small inclined angle

(also called the interior layer), then this layer will be deleted.
(6) For other cases, the point has only one start point and end point, the algorithm will delete the
start point of the strut above this point by default to avoid excessive bead overlapping.

Fig. 5. 18. Process sequence optimization. (a) deposition model with duplicated layers and (b) optimized
deposition model with duplicated layers removed.
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In this part, the order of the deposition layers exceeding the λ range in the sequence will be
rewritten, from welding point-by-point according to the strut sequence number to welding layerby-layer according to the layer height. This method can minimize the impact of changes in the
CTWD on the strut geometry at the convergence point and ensure suitable welding conditions
when multiple approaching struts are processed at intersections. As shown in Fig. 5. 18 (b), after
intersections are modified, the layers in the region near the intersections are optimized for the
WAAM process.

C. Overall path planning strategy
Summarizing the above processing strategies, the pseudocode of the entire processing process is
shown in Algorithm. 1.
Algorithm. 1 generates a deposition sequence for a wire structure

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

While
input candidate strut
+=

if

in

else create

+=

if

in

else create

+= pop from
While
input candidate strut
if
in
, where

find all
for

in { }:
pass if

in

else mark as unsupported; break

if not unsupported:
save all { as an independent sequence, into
call adaptive slicing algorithm
call intersection processing strategy
start deposition process

5.4 Interface and visualization
The program is developed through MATLAB 2020b, and the implementation of some algorithms
calls the associated python API, and the compatible python version is 3.9. The thesis has
developed two sets of user-friendly manufacturing interfaces, one for generating code for
manufacturing wire structures of arbitrary shapes, and the other for generating codes especially
suitable for manufacturing lattice structures.
Fig. 5. 19 shows a lightweight general-purpose wire structure processing program interface. The
input model types that the program can accept are multiple end-to-end line segments, mesh models
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(such as STL), or skeleton extraction models under 3D models.
The line segment model input, which contains all lines’ start and end coordinates, is the most
recommended input data type as it is most in line with the processing concept of this program. The
program can also accept an input type of spline curves, but these curves will be divided into
polyline segments based on factors such as existing feature points, their curvature, length, etc.
This approach can significantly improve computational efficiency without yielding uncontrollable
effects on the geometry of the struts. Nonetheless, we still recommend that the input model is as
free as possible without spline structures, or at least not have the curve part with the considerable
curvature variation.
For the mesh model input type, it implements the idea of low-fidelity manufacturing [194]. This
strategy has been shown to have material-saving advantages and is very helpful in providing
surface descriptions for solid workpieces [156].
For the skeleton extraction model input type, the material cost can be reduced while maintaining
the stability of the workpiece. There have been many robust algorithms for extracting model
skeletons, such as ccpg [195], Skeleton3D [196], imagepy [197], etc. It is worth noting that the
"paths" generated by these algorithms are mostly composed of scattered points. Therefore,
connecting these points into line segments still incurs an enormous time cost. While we have
proposed this type of model input, in most cases, it can be replaced with a line segment type.

Fig. 5. 19 Program interface suitable for manufacturing wire structures.
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Fig. 5. 20 shows the interface of the process planning system for processing lattice structure, from
a solid block to the final extraction model. In this module, the user only needs to specify the size
of a solid block, the required unit cell type, and the required array size. Then the program can
automatically extract the corresponding lattice structure from the block. As the user determines the
acceptable welding process parameters, the program can also adapt automatic mode to generate a
suitable lattice structure. The program will add topological analysis to prevent the extracted lattice
structure from having unqualified geometric properties in future work.

Fig. 5. 20. The module of automatic extraction of the lattice structure from a given solid block.

For all types of wire structures, Fig. 5. 21 shows the visualization process of the optimal
processing sequence from importing the model, generating the slice model to the final output, and
the sequence overview. This algorithm can be used for the processing of various wire structures,
reflecting its robust adaptability.
In addition to the built-in collision detection between the struts and near the convergence point,
the program also allows users to set the processing safety factor by themselves so that the process
parameters, as well as the distance used to calculate the collision in the manufacturing process,
increases by a corresponding multiple.
Besides to giving a visual processing flow, the program also gives a data list in the processing,
from slice layers (in-program variable named: strut), to processing sequences (in-program variable
named: sequence), to optimized processing sequences (in-program variable named: optsequence),
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to processing codes (in-program variables named: robotsequence, CNCsequence). Due to space
limitations of the main text, the thesis presents in Appendix. 1 the meaning of the data in a part of
the processing matrix for the c60-shaped wire structure in Fig. 5. 21.

Fig. 5. 21. The overall fabrication process, from input model to final process sequence.

5.5 Case studies

A. The cube-shaped part fabrication process
A cube-shaped item is defined by 12 struts, as shown in Fig. 5. 22 (a). The process parameters
were maintained at WFS = 4 m/min, WT =2 s for all deposition layers, and the material employed
is ER70S-6. The length of all struts is about 30 mm, and the height of the main structure is about
52 mm. This structure has approximately 260 deposition layers and six intersection points, of
which both the number of divergent nodes and convergent nodes is 3.
It has five processing sequences, where struts 1, 2, and 3 have no convergent feature points, so
they are regarded as one processing procedure. The final cube-shaped part is presented in Fig. 5.
22 (c). The cool-down time between each layer of the welding period was set to 30 seconds, and
the total processing time of it was about 5 hours.
Fig. 5. 22 (d) illustrates some fabrication details of the layers near convergent nodes. Through the
eq. 5.13, the

for all struts in the same convergent node is 0.667, which means that when the

height of a strut in its build direction reaches about 20 mm, it is necessary to deposit all the struts
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in the same processing sequence layer-by-layer with their own layer number n.

Fig. 5. 22. Cube-shaped wire structure. (a) The STL model, (b) the slicing model, (c) the final part, and (d) a
fabrication detail.

B. The honeycomb-part fabrication process
The two-dimensional honeycomb structure composed of hexagons has been processed as an
example shown in Fig. 5. 23. Its main structure contains a total of 32 struts with 7-unit cells.
During the fabrication of each strut, the WFS was kept at 4 m/min, and the WT for producing each
layer deposit was a time constant of 1 s. A waiting time of 10 s was used between subsequent
layers enabling the strut to cool below the room temperature before new layers were deposited. As
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a result, the strut with a diameter of 8.5 mm and a layer height-increment of 1mm was achieved.
Therefore, it has approximately 932 deposition layers with a total of 14 intersection points, and a
total of 12 processing sequences. With the deposition of around 2 hours, the aluminum alloy part
is finished, as shown in Fig. 5. 23 (c).
It is worth noting that the developed program can be used for various materials as long as a stable
bead modelling database was established. A similar structure made of mild steel (ER70S6 welding
wire) was also produced under reasonable welding parameters, as shown in Fig. 5. 23 (d). The
processing strategy proposed in the thesis is confirmed to be robust and practical for fabricating
aluminum and steel wire structures.

Fig. 5. 23. Hexagon-shaped wire structure. (a) The 3x slicing model, (b) process sequence, (c) the aluminum
alloy part, and (d) the mild steel part (WFS=4 m/min, WT=2 s, d=6 mm, h=1.5 mm).

C. The lattice structure fabrication process
For the three-dimensional lattice structure, take one composed of the pyramid-shaped unit cell as
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an example, the unit cell comprises four struts with consistent geometric shapes, and the total
length of each strut is 40 mm. The start points of every two adjacent struts are 40 mm apart in both
x and y directions, and the angle between the two diagonal struts at the end point is 90 degrees.
The lattice structure contains 12 unit cells, arrayed four times in the x-direction and three times in
the y-direction, as shown in Fig. 5. 24 (c). The total size of it is 169 mm

129 mm

28.28 mm.

Since its structure has a prominent array of characteristics, the deposition process is divided into
two main parts, as shown in Fig. 5. 24 (a) and Fig. 5. 24 (b), and a detailed explanation is
described in the next chapter. Under this method, all the deposition points below the collision area
(layer 25, height 16.2635 mm) in the lattice structure will be processed layer-by-layer along their
build direction. Since the strut has a large diameter under the selected welding parameters, it is
necessary to rotate the torch in the last few layers to complete the processing. To facilitate the
observation of the forming conditions near the convergence node, when the collision area is
reached, the program sets struts with the same end point to be processed one by one according to
the sequence in which it is located.

Fig. 5. 24. Pyramid-composed lattice structure. (a) layer-by-layer deposition process on layers 1-24. (b)
Strut-based deposition process on layers 25-40. (d) The final lattice structure.

As the particular type of wire structure mentioned previously, the process planning method of the
lattice structure can be further optimized. As an example shown in Fig. 5. 25 (c), if the end pointpriority algorithm is used, only two feature heights are found. However, Fig. 5. 25 (d) leads to 21
different processing sequences at these two heights (13 unit cells plus 8 half unit cells). Therefore,
it can be inferred that the proposed algorithm wastes computational performance in dealing with
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this structure.
To improve computational efficiency, a height-priority option is added to the processing
preferences, as the added ‘Height-based’ radio button is shown in Fig. 5. 20. When the option is
selected, the generation of the processing sequence is changed from strut-based to height-based, as
shown in Fig. 5. 25. Although it seems like a layer-based fabrication strategy, this algorithm still
takes the height of the start point, and the end point as the calculation focus, then slices between
these two heights along the build direction by fixed-point formula, and the torch pose still follows
the build direction of the strut during processing. Similarly, the processing method also follows
the end point-priority algorithm for the deposition layers near the convergence point.
This method is also suitable for wire structures composed of single cells with array features or
those artifacts with many struts but uniform feature height. For those wire structures with complex
geometric shapes, this layer-based processing method may affect the geometric forming of a
single-pass strut since the target position is frequently switched, thereby destroying the overall
quality of the workpiece.

Fig. 5. 25. Comparison of fabricating lattice structure, (a) (b) layer-based model vs. (c) (d) end point-priority
model.

It is worth noting that this proposed method aims to simplify programming. It may not
significantly reduce the processing time by the default deposition path for use in aluminum alloy.
This is because aluminum alloy has high thermal conductivity. After each layer is welded, the heat
input will quickly spread throughout the workpiece (including substrate and base plate). Therefore,
depositing the entire lattice structure layer-by-layer requires the same waiting interval as
depositing struts in a single unit cell. If switching strut then directly starting welding without
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waiting for enough time, as the heat accumulation of the workpiece gradually increases, its final
geometric shape may completely deviate from the result of the given bead modelling. In the case
of not affecting the stability of the strut formation, the method of optimizing the processing time
will be mentioned in the next chapter.

5.6 Chapter summary
In this chapter, an innovative strut-based WAAM strategy for fabricating components featuring
wire structures via a point-by-point manner was presented. For the proposed manufacturing
strategy, a user-friendly visual interface is also developed for non-professional operation.
First, the automated strut extraction was proposed to extract all individual struts from the input
CAD model. The slicing algorithm and height control system were also presented to generate an
adaptive slicing model. Then these items are used in combination for the torch path planning of
the overall deposition process using the established programming system. Finally, their
effectiveness was demonstrated via the fabrication process of separate parts featuring wire
structure and lattice structures designs.
The proposed fabrication strategy is well developed on both ABB IRB2600-based and Siemens
840D CNC machine-based WAAM systems, and its adaptability and robustness are well-practiced.
This entire process is performed automatically and hence contributes to the ultimate goal of
producing a collision-free, practical, and highly automated process planning system for industrial
application.
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Chapter 6
Strut Formation Control and Processing Time Optimization
6.1 Chapter introduction
Controlling and predicting the formation of struts is very important during WAAM manufacturing,
especially for lattice structures with various industrial applications. Only when the strut is
guaranteed to have stable formation results during the depositing process, can the developed
manufacturing program be put into its actual production process. At the same time, in order to
enhance the competitiveness of WAAM in fabricating these products, there is also an urgent need
to improve its manufacturing efficiency.
This chapter will focus on the ER 4043 aluminum alloy lattice structure, as it is urgently needed in
various industries such as aerospace, shipbuilding, and rapid tooling. The three-dimensional finite
element heat source model was adopted to predict the temperature distribution in the ER 4043
aluminum alloy lattice structure. The rapid two-dimensional finite element model is developed to
optimize and decide the deposition sequence for each layer of struts. The thermal model is
validated against thermocouple measurements and auxiliary recordings from a thermal imager in
experiments where multiple identical struts were deposited. By combining the simulation results
with the actual manufacturing equipment kinematic limitations, the study presents a set of
simulating solutions applicable for CNC-based WAAM of lattice structures to optimize the
processing time while keeping strut geometry stable.

6.2 Numerical model establishment
6.2.1 Experiment process

The 4043 aluminum alloy plates with the dimension of 255 × 205 × 10 mm were adopted as the
substrate. The wire electrode was the ER 4043 aluminum welding wire with a diameter of 1.2 mm,
and its chemical composition is listed in Table. 3. 3. The CTWD was set to 14 mm, and the
shielding gas used was 100% argon of 15 L/min, as the same in the strut-based bead modelling
mentioned in Chapter 4. The WFS was set to 4 m/min, and the WT was 1 s. The strut deposited
under the above-selected process parameters was measured to have a diameter
and the layer height-increment

of about 9 mm,

was about 1 mm, and the average heat input during each welding

was 966J. The dwell time between each welding period is set long enough to allow the workpiece
completely to cool down to room temperature.
The substrate with twenty vertical-up struts of a height of 40 mm was deposited in the experiment.
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Each strut

is composed of 40 times (

) deposition process. It is pointed out here that since

the as-built struts conducted in this section’s experiments are independent, so the subscript n
represented by it is not unified with the representation i of the previous chapter. The x and y
distance between each strut is set to 40 mm. Its geometry, the placement of thermocouples (T/C),
and the depositing path are shown in Fig. 6. 1.

Fig. 6. 1. The geometry of the substrate with struts

The fabrication process starts at strut 1 ( ), as shown in Fig. 6. 2. The sequence number

of strut

increases in order of depositing path (by line color from light to deep). The entire manufacturing
process is cyclically processed layer-by-layer i according to the proposed strut serial number n.

Fig. 6. 2. Schematic of depositing sequence for struts

The clamps on both sides of the substrate are only attached to prevent the welding position
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changing caused by the workbench movement. Therefore, clamps are considered to exert no
pressure on the substrate in the initial conditions.
Each layer of deposition time

is set to 5 seconds; that is, the dwell time between each welding

process is 4 seconds, as shown in Fig. 6. 3. 800 layers on struts need to be deposited, so the total
fabrication time is 4000 seconds. For the sake of safety and welding stability, the welding period
is allocated 3 seconds, including the stabilization time before welding
and the stabilization time after welding

. The idle period

, the welding time

,

gains the rest 2 seconds, and the

workbench will only move during the idle period.

Fig. 6. 3. The definition of (a) components of a single deposition time and (b) the dwell time between
adjacent deposition processes.

It is worth noting that a lattice structure was not directly deposited in the experiment. This is
mainly because the struts in the lattice structure are all inclined, so the workbench needs to be
rotated frequently to place them in the vertical welding position. Rotational operations can cause
the thermocouple to tangle with equipment or workpiece, thus severely hindering the depositing
process. Correspondingly, the frequently changing/rotating position of the workpiece coordinate
system also poses a challenge for the thermal imager to calibrate the temperature field, as it is
placed outside the machine tool shown in Fig. 3. 1 and cannot move with the workpiece.
Therefore, it is a better solution to obtain a generic strut-based simulation model by depositing a
workpiece with a similar forming mechanism to the lattice structure so as to predict its forming
process.

6.2.2 Finite element model

The FE model was made with ANSYS Parametric Design Language (APDL), as shown in Fig. 6.
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4. All substrate dimensions in the FE model are the same as those mentioned in this chapter’s
experiment. Forty layers of cylinders simplify the struts on the substrate with a height of 1 mm
and a diameter of 9 mm, which correspond to the strut size and layer height increment under the
selected welding parameters, as shown in Fig. 6. 4 (c).

Fig. 6. 4. The FE model details of the substrate, a single strut, and each layer within.

Under the above model requirements, each strut layer is meshed into 8-node hexahedral elements
with a height of 1mm. The substrate edges are meshed into 5

5

5 mm 8-node cuboid elements.

The substrate adjacent to the strut is filled with 10-node tetrahedral elements. The tet-mesh size is
adaptively selected by the program to avoid poor convergence results. The substrate has 72011
elements. Each strut has 4160 elements with 104 elements per layer. The total element volume of
each layer is equivalent to the cylinder volume.
The thesis here briefly describes the preprocessing considerations for finite element analysis, such
as element selection, volume meshing with mesh size sensitivity, etc. ANSYS is one of the most
advanced multipurpose commercial FEM computer-aided design (CAD) and computer-aided
manufacturing (CAM) programs. It has a high degree of intelligence and robust functions. There
are very efficient solvers for users to choose from the pre-processing module, analysis calculation
module, and post-processing module it provides. Therefore, when building the FE model, the
research will refer to the ANSYS mechanical APDL user manual as much as possible to achieve
the best simulation effect.
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A. Element unit selection
In the FE model shown in Fig. 6. 4, two elements are used, one is (a) SOLID278 3-D 8-node
homogeneous linear thermal solid (equivalent structural solid SOLID185), and the other is (b)
SOLID279 3-D 20-node homogeneous higher-order thermal solid (equivalent structural solid
SOLID186). The description of these two elements is shown in Fig. 6. 5 from ANSYS mechanical
APDL help website. Each node in the elements (the black dots in Fig. 6. 5) has one degree of
freedom, that is, the temperature. These elements are suitable for 3-D, steady-state, or transient
thermal analysis. As pointed out in Fig. 6. 4, the strut layer and the substrate far away from struts
all use the SOLID278 element; The substrate adjacent to the strut is filled with the SOLID279
element.

Fig. 6. 5. Element description. (a) SOLID279, and (b) SOLID278.

It is found that there is no difference in the temperature field simulation results using linear
element SOLID278 (no midside nodes) and higher-order element SOLID279 (midside modes), but
the calculation speed of the SOLID278 with fewer nodes is faster. So, this element type is used on
struts and substrates far away from them. It is worth noting that the height of the hexahedron that
composes the strut is perpendicular to its bottom surface (stretching characteristic); according to
our experience using ANSYS, this element characteristic makes the accuracy of the temperature
field transient solution less affected by the number of nodes or the presence of midside nodes.
The substrate adjacent to the strut is filled with tetrahedra because the substrate surface has the
square feature, and the strut surfaces show the approximately circular (fitted by triangle) feature,
as shown in Fig. 6. 6. The best choice for filling the two surfaces is to use triangles, which expand
into space are tetrahedra. It is worth noting that SOLID278 can also degenerate to the tetrahedral
element form. However, ANSYS explicitly mentioned that using linear elements’ degenerate
forms is not recommended. Therefore, we chose SOLID279, whose tetrahedral configuration is
not obtained by degenerate. Based on this consideration, we did not compare the computational
speed and accuracy of SOLID278 degenerate tetrahedra and SOLID279 higher-order tetrahedra.

B. Mesh size sensitivity
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Fig. 6. 6. Schematic for strut, near-substrate, and adjacent-substrate features on the substrate surface.

The coarsening and refining method of volume/element meshing generally follow the engineering
experience using the finite element method. Poor mesh results can lead to inaccurate calculated
results. However, there is no more general standard to judge the quality of the as-meshed elements.
A mesh result that may give incorrect results in one analysis, may be perfectly acceptable in
another. Therefore, the quality of the mesh result is completely determined and analyzed by the
user based on experience or relevant industry norms.
For input objects, it is most recommended to use a hexahedral element form, or a hexahedraldominated method to mesh the input model volume. For model volumes that cannot generate
hexahedral elements, tetrahedral element form is then recommended.
The element’s aspect ratio (width to height), area ratio (length to width), or volume ratio (length:
width: height) is based on the regular triangle, regular tetrahedron, and regular hexahedron. The
ideal element has an aspect ratio of 1, and the range of acceptable elements’ side-to-side ratio is
less than 3 for linear elements and less than 10 for quadratic elements. For elements of the same
shape, linear elements are more sensitive to edge-to-length ratios than higher-order elements
As shown in Fig. 6. 4, since the strut height-increment is selected as 1 mm, the aspect ratio of the
elements of the entire model is actually limited. For each layer of the strut, the ratio of length,
width, and height of hexahedral elements is basically 1:1:1. The circular contour edges of the strut
are fitted by the edges of 30 hexahedral elements, the number of which is the result of an optimal
choice by the ANSYS solver.
The size ratio of the substrate in the experiment is 51:41:5. To ensure the aspect ratio, a cube
(hexahedron) element with a side length of 5 mm is used. For the remaining parts of the model,
the dynamic meshing method that comes with APDL was employed. After setting the desired
mesh size, the module will automatically fill this part with a tetrahedral mesh. In order to prevent
the program from generating excessive element density when dividing the substrates between
struts, this part is cut into more volumes to save computational overhead, as shown in Fig. 6. 6.
Since the layer height cannot be changed, the height of an element can only be 1 mm, and
choosing a smaller height will dramatically increase the computational cost. Therefore, if there is a
requirement to reduce the calculation time, the strut layer element can only increase the area ratio,
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and the actual height value must be 1 mm.

6.2.3 Thermal and heat source model

The three-dimensional heat conduct process is given as,

where

is the current transient temperature ( ), is welding/cooling time ( ), , , and are

coordinates in the workpiece system ( ),

is the heat flow rate in the current state (

),

is the thermal conduction coefficient, it is determined by the temperature-dependent material
density

(

), thermal conductivity

(

), specific heat capacity (

), defined as,

By consulting various works of literature [165,168,170], the material thermodynamic properties of
ER 4043 aluminum alloy over time is shown in Fig. 6. 7.

Fig. 6. 7. Thermal properties of 4043 aluminum alloy [165,168,170].
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Considering the convection effect of the molten pool, the alloy metals have a higher thermal
conductivity when it is melting. Moreover, the specific heat capacity of ER 4043 aluminum alloy
varies significantly in the melting process, which may lead to an ill-conditioned matrix during the
simulation process, making the iterative process challenging to converge. Therefore, the specific
heat capacity is smoothed in the FE model to optimize its variation trend.
The heat loss in the model is determined by thermal radiation and convection to the surroundings,
described as,

where

is heat convection coefficient,

temperature,

and

is room temperature,

is workpiece surface

are the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and emission coefficient, respectively.

The above parameters are applied to the model surfaces that are not in contact with the workbench
surface. The values are referred to [170].
Since the substrate bottom surface is closely attached to the large-scale workbench, the heat from
the substrate can be quickly conducted to the workbench and then dissipated into the surrounding
environment. To reduce the number of elements and speed up the calculation, the heat conduction
between the two is converted into heat convection by,

Since the welding torch did not move in the welding period and thermal convection of the molten
pool is reflected by changes in thermodynamic parameters, the body heat generation model was
adopted as the heat source input model. This method converts the heat input over layers into heat
generation of selected elements, defined as,

where

is the welding efficiency,

is the element volumes of the selected layer,

is the

welding power, and is the layer radius. The heat is continuously inputted to the selected volumes
during welding time

, after which it is then removed. The body heat generation model

simplifies the heat input calculation, thus significantly reducing the computational cost of the
simulating process.
Fig. 6. 8 shows the entire FEM flow for WAAM simulating process. The defined temperaturedependent material properties are imported into the FE model that has been meshed with finite
elements. Boundary conditions are then applied to critical locations such as surfaces and nodes of
the model. In this model, convective heat transfer and initial temperature are used as the main
boundary conditions. As mentioned earlier, the pressure generated by the clamp is not considered.
The aluminum alloy substrate is considered to have a flat surface, so the model also does not have
initial defects.
The “birth and death” method [54] is employed to simulate the material addition process in the
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thermodynamic calculation. All elements on struts are deactivated in the initial state. They still
participate in the calculation but contribute near-zero material properties. As the deposition
process continues, the strut elements will be assigned physical attributes and applied heat input
layer-by-layer corresponding to the deposition sequence, which is consistent with the actual
WAAM process of the strut-based workpiece.

Fig. 6. 8. Sequential coupling method to simulate WAAM manufacturing process.

The proposed model takes about 300 seconds to compute every 20-deposition process (100
seconds in real) near the initial stage and eventually increases to about 500 seconds as more
elements are activated. The total simulation time is about 5 hours.

6.3 Experimental results and validation
6.3.1 Temperature history data record

The acquired thermocouple data were compared with the simulation results at the exact location in
the model surface to validate the numerical model. Although a thermal imager was used, its results
were difficult to calibrate. This is due to the higher reflectivity and lower emissivity of the ER
4043 aluminum alloy. The substrate surface near the welding points will be oxidized during the
deposition process, forming an oxide layer with a higher emissivity than non-oxidized aluminum
alloys, as shown in Fig. 6. 9.
Moreover, as the building height of the strut gradually increases, the protective gas cannot cover
the entire strut, resulting in the oxidation of its lower part to form the deep-color oxide layer with
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very high emissivity. Therefore, the results of the thermal imager are only used for auxiliary
calibrating the temperature field of the substrate.

Fig. 6. 9 Poor thermal imaging results on the substrate (at 31st layer, 19th strut,

).

Fig. 6. 10 shows the temperature calculated in the thermal simulation compared to the temperature
measured by the thermocouples during the deposition process.

Fig. 6. 10. Thermocouple results vs. simulation results, (a) T/C1, (b) T/C2, and (c) T/C3.
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The temperatures produced in the thermal simulation closely matched those measured by the
thermocouples on the substrate, which shows that the established finite element model can
sufficiently express the temperature field changes of strut-based workpieces processed by WAAM
in reality.
However, there are subtle differences between the experimental and numerical results on T/C3,
mainly beginning with the deposition process on the 27th layer. This could be attributed to the
harsh processing environment of GMA-WAAM. Many hard-controllable factors in the welding
process could affect thermocouples’ work stability, thus reducing measurement accuracy.
The results illustrate that 4043 aluminum alloys have excellent thermal conductivity. The input
heat can be quickly dissipated to the surrounding atmosphere and conducted to the workbench.
With the deposition time set to 5 seconds, the substrate temperature was maintained in a low and
stable range of around 50

after all struts were processed to the seventh layer (140 times

deposition).

6.3.2 Substrate deformation measurement

Lower temperatures, as shown in the temperature history data record, can significantly reduce
substrate deformation. To verify this conclusion, a 3D scanner was used to obtain the substrate
surface topography (point-cloud represented). However, due to scan size (x-axis: 140 mm)
limitations, the scanning of the substrate needs to be performed twice, so the two generated point
clouds need to be registered.
ICP (Iterative Closest Point) [198] is a widely used algorithm for point cloud registration, but it
has certain drawbacks, such as a small convergence basin and a high number of needed iteration
steps until convergence is reached.
The basic principle of the ICP algorithm is: according to certain constraints, find the closest
Euclidean distance ( , ) as the corresponding point for each point i within the two sets of point
clouds' P' and 'Q' to be matched, and use the least-squares method to iteratively calculate the
optimal matching parameters to make the error function E(R, t) the smallest, which is calculated
by:

where R is the rotation matrix, and t is the translation matrix.
Many reasons affect the matching of the ICP algorithm. The ICP algorithm relies heavily on the
initial registration position. It requires that the initial positions (overlap area) of point clouds must
be close enough. As the overlap area decreases, the reliability of the final model gradually
decreases. If the overlap area of the two-point clouds' P' and 'Q' is too low, the ICP algorithm will
fail and cannot obtain a robust registration point cloud [199].
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Another drawback of the ICP algorithm is that it is unsuitable for registering enormous point cloud
data. The scanner used in the thesis has high accuracy, and the number of point cloud samples
obtained per scan is about 440,000 to solve the above problems. Therefore, a robust variant
algorithm is urgently needed to register multiple point clouds based on the ICP algorithm.
In order to reduce the impact of the low overlap area on the point cloud registration and improve
calculation speed and accuracy of the reconstruction, an alternative method can be adopted once
the point-to-point correspondences of the point cloud are entirely known in both data sets.
In WAAM, the workpiece is fixed on the worktable during the whole manufacturing process, so
the initial position of each point cloud can be calibrated. Therefore, the transformation between
every two adjacent point clouds can be defined as the offset transformation on the x-axis, and the
machine moving obtains the offset ( ). The ultimate goal of point cloud registration is to unify
two or more-point cloud data sets in different coordinate systems into the same reference
coordinate system by transforming rigid rotation and linear translation.
Since all point clouds in this experiment are almost aligned, there is only an x-axis translation
between two adjacent point clouds, defined as:

When performing coordinate transformation of points X and X' in two different coordinate systems,
the transformation can be achieved through the following formula:

Thus, the registration algorithm is to set a proper scan path with the x-axis to offset and return an
H rotation matrix that can be used to directly transform the source point cloud into the overlap
area of the target. The research also proposes a method to obtain the point cloud data of the
missing part of the workpiece by rotating the scanning coordinate system [200], which will not be
described in detail here.
Based on the above OICP method, the point-cloud represented surface topography of the substrate
obtained by scanning is shown in Fig. 6. 11. It is worth noting that only the deformation of the
substrate is concerned at this stage, so the scan results of the strut part are removed from the point
cloud.
The difference between each point on the substrate and their average value is calculated, and two
paths along the substrate edge are taken to roughly measure its deformation, as shown in Fig. 6. 12.
Their selected locations are shown in Fig. 6. 11. It is worth noting that the workpiece is scrubbed
with a brush to remove surface oxides simply, so the resulting scratches make the substrate surface
rougher (

), as an example shown in Fig. 6. 11. This results in a slight offset in the peak

values in the histogram, as shown in Fig. 6. 12.
Therefore, theoretically, the height difference of the points on the substrate will be more
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imperceptible. The measurement results on the selected two paths show that the substrate is
perfectly flat with no analyzable deformation trend. Therefore, the assumption proposed at the
beginning of this section is well confirmed.

Fig. 6. 11. Measurements of substrate deformation via the scanned substrate point-cloud image

Fig. 6. 12. z-coordinate data of points on the substrate.

6.3.3 Struts formation during different deposition times

Since the heat transferred to the substrate dissipates quickly, it is believed that the deposition time
can be further shortened to increase fabrication efficiency. However, applying a large amount of
heat input on a strut in the short term will increase its interlayer temperature, which in turn affects
its geometric shape. Therefore, the interlayer temperature and geometric forming relationship of a
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single strut at different deposition times were investigated in experiments.
The forming results of a single strut were tested as the deposition time

was set to 5 seconds, 10

seconds, 15 seconds, and 20 seconds. The other process parameters remain the same. All struts are
deposited on a strut base with a height of 30 mm and a layer diameter of 9 mm. The strut with
was deposited with 15 layers, and the others were deposited with 30 layers.
The interlayer temperature is defined as the temperature at the strut’s lowest layer (substrate layer).
The interlayer temperature recorded for each layer number is from the beginning moment at

.

The results were measured by a thermal imager. The region of interest (ROI) is set near the strut
base part, where the reflectivity is relatively constant and not affected by the welding process on
the top of the strut, ensuring the accuracy of the results. Each time measurement result was
calculated as a mean value of all points within the ROI. Fig. 6. 13 elaborates on the struts
formation with different deposition times.

Fig. 6. 13. Struts formation during different deposition time (a) 5 s, (b) 10 s, (c) 15 s, and (d) 20 s.

The results show that the shorter deposition cycle (

) makes the strut collapse, which totally

destroys the fabrication process.
When is selected as 10 s, the strut diameter is about 10.5 mm at the 15th layer, while the diameter
grows to 11.5 mm at the 30th layer. This gradually increasing strut diameter shows the unstable
formation result.
When is selected as 15 s, the strut formation is relatively stable but differs from the struts in bead
modelling. Its diameter increases to around 10 mm, and the height reduces to around 24 mm as
obtained with 30 layers. Its final measured interlayer temperature is around 58 .
When is selected as 20 s, the strut formation result is consistent with the choice of deposition
time for cooling it to room temperature. The interlayer temperature of the strut is finally stabilized
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at around 53 . Simulation results at similar locations are also shown in Fig. 6. 13 (d). The
measurement curve is consistent with the simulation one except for an offset, which could be
caused by the over-adjusted reflectivity of the thermal imager.
The above results show that the aluminum alloy strut is sensitive to the interlayer temperature. A
slight change in the interlayer temperature will have a noticeable change in its formation results.
When the interlayer temperature increased from 53°C to 58°C (9.4%), the strut diameter increased
by 11%, and the layer height increment decreased by 20%. Therefore, this experiment concluded
that to ensure that each strut layer can have a constant geometric formation, the shortest deposition
time should not be less than 20 seconds; for multiple struts, their interlayer temperature at the
substrate should preferably not exceed 55 .
This study does not delve into the strut forming results at different constant interlayer
temperatures. This is mainly because it is difficult to control the interlayer temperature to stabilize
within a specific range in a time-saving and labor-saving way in the scenario where the heat input
is small, but the input heat is dissipated quickly. Considering that frequent debugging and
measurement of the workpiece is required in the actual manufacturing process, the strut can
usually be processed at near-room interlayer temperatures.

6.4 Parametric study of the lattice structure
The parametric study of the lattice structure aims to compress the manufacturing time while
ensuring that the strut can have a consistent layer diameter and height increment. The research
provides a method for optimizing the deposition path sequence based on fast 2D finite element
simulation. 3D finite element model was used to simulate the proposed fabrication path and
dynamically control the interlayer temperature.

6.4.1 FE model for the lattice structure

The lattice structure in the parametric study adopts a pyramid structure unit, which is the same as
the as-built lattice structure shown in section 5.5 case study 3. The lattice structure box size is 169
× 129 × 30 mm. It has a total of 48 struts and needs to deposit 1920 layers.
The numerical model and a sample of the lattice structure are shown in Fig. 6. 14. Under the
selected unit type and welding parameters, the first eight layers and the last eight layers of strut in
lattice structure intersect with each other, so the elements near these layers are meshed with
tetrahedrons. In the proposed FE model, the substrate contains 84430 elements, and struts have
376353 elements in total. By rough time evaluation, if chosen

of 5 seconds, the realistic time to

calculate 1920 layers deposition is about 26 hours.
As an industrial WAAM prediction tool for workpiece temperature field distribution and forming
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quality, its simulation time is relatively too long. It should give more priority to computation speed,
as longer simulation times also decrease the overall manufacturing efficiency. Therefore, the
elements in the model are stretched to a larger aspect ratio while keeping their height constant
along their build direction, as mentioned in section 6.2. As a result, the final element count is
reduced by 45%, and the computation time is reduced to 13 hours by the estimate.

Fig. 6. 14. The finite element model for lattice structure.

The thesis briefly describes some engineering experience with meshing the lattice structure model
employed in this study. A comparison of two-volume division methods is given in Fig. 6. 15. To
enhance the visualization, the model shown in the schematic diagram omits some details.
Therefore, the mesh division results are different from those in Fig. 6. 14.

Fig. 6. 15. Comparison of volume division methods, represented via a schematic model. (a) Direct sweep,
and (b) recombination, then re-cut.

The method of Fig. 6. 15 (a) is to directly mesh the input strut volume to the element forms. This
is a very easy-to-use mesh operation for a single, stand-alone strut. However, the struts in the
lattice structure intersect each other near the divergent and convergent points, so they have
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repeating volumes. When a strut is completely meshed, it will occupy the volume of other struts it
intersects (no overlapping volumes allow in the FE model), which will destroy the sweep
characteristics of other struts, thus resulting in unacceptable mesh results.
In contrast, the method shown in Fig. 6. 15 (b) first glues the entire model volume together. Then
according to the (x, y, z) coordinates of the strut's endpoint and starting point, they are re-divided
into struts without volume duplication. All struts divided using this method can have uniform
finite element mesh forms. However, since all strut's swept features are broken, only tetrahedral
meshes can be used when meshing volumes.
Therefore, combining the above two strategies, in the experiment, the adopted finite element mesh
method for lattice structure is based on strut layer height-increment. As shown in Fig. 6. 16, the
strut part of the input model is sliced into volumes with a height of 1 mm (along their build
direction), according to the layer height-increment. For these volumes, those with swept features
are meshed with hexahedral elements, while more complex shapes are meshed with tetrahedral
elements.

Fig. 6. 16. The adopted finite element mesh method for lattice structure, based on strut layer heightincrement, represented via a schematic model.

6.4.2 Workbench kinematic restrictions

When choosing an optimized depositing sequence, it needs to consider the actual moving speed
limit of the device so as to avoid generating a fabricating path that cannot meet the designed time
requirement in reality.
During the manufacturing process, the strut is reached in the vertical direction through the [rx, ry]
rotation provided by the rotation table and is reached to deposition point through the [x, y, z]
translation provided by the machine tool/bed. The welding points
strut

will change from (

,

,

,

to (

,
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at each layer-height of

. The angle of each strut is denoted as

a vector (

), eventually, they will become

table manufacturing system, it needs to be rotated ,

. For the strut within a five-axis ACin the z, and x directions, respectively,

defined as,

The primary consideration for modifying the positive and negative of the rotation angle above is to
lock the processing viewing angle to the user visual direction. If there is no such requirement, it
can be removed.
The coordinates of the strut after rotating around the z-axis center

are calculated as,
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When the liner movement speed of the machine bed is , the rotation speed of the workbench is ,
without considering the acceleration, the shortest idle time
,

to

,

is,
,
,

where

for the workbench to travel from

,
,

is the distance between the two rotated points. Correspondingly, when

maximum distance

is fixed, the

between these two points is then limited.

The abovementioned limitations are a general interpretation of all five-axis AC-table
manufacturing systems. For the Siemens 840d CNC machine introduced in the experiment, the
default maximum axis speed is 400 mm/s, and the maximum angular speed of the rotary table is
66.6°/s.
The 840d has a maximum axis acceleration of 3

, that is, it only takes 0.133s to accelerate

to the maximum axis speed. Considering that the actual machining process usually does not run
the machine tool at the maximum axis speed, the kinematic limitation of acceleration is ignored in
the experiment. The method of removing the stability of the deposition process due to the machine
tool movement has been described in section 6.2.1.
The maximum distance

difference between all rotated deposition coordinates within the lattice

structure is 171.89 mm, and the angle differences between struts in the x-y plane are 0°, 90°,
and 180°. When

is set to 1 second, the rotation angle in the z-direction is the manufacturing
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limiting factor since a rotation of 90° need takes at least 1.35 seconds ( =4.35 s), and a rotation of
180° need to take at least 2.7 seconds ( =5.7 s).

6.4.3 Deposition sequence selection

The study in this part mainly focuses on the variation trend of interlayer temperature during the
deposition process. For example, the prominent temperature gradient trend indicates that the
proposed fabrication path is not stable enough. If the deposition time is set constant for each layer,
the forming of the strut is more easily affected by the significant variation in interlayer
temperature; if keeping the interlayer temperature constant, the deposition time needs to be set
longer, thereby reducing the manufacturing efficiency.
In this study, the substrate is treated as a 2D plane. According to the experiment results, the
substrate temperature in the later stage of the fabrication process tends to be stable. Therefore, the
effect of the first layer deposition process on the substrate temperature is of particular concern. To
simplify the calculation process, the substrate is divided into square 4-node grids of 1×1 mm size.
Correspondingly, the contact surface of strut and substrate is also regarded as square grids. By
employing the uniform two-dimensional grid, the thermal conduct is expressed as,

Since the exact solution for temperature is not necessary,

is set to a constant value. Heat loss

only considers convection heat transfer, refer to Eq. 6.3.
The indicators for judging whether the deposition path is good or bad are set as (i) the overall
temperature difference (max, min, var) of the substrate and (ii) the interlayer temperature at the
next welding point after each time deposition. The time recorded by the two indicators is also
taken from the beginning moment at welding time

,

.

To make the (i) overall temperature change of the substrate more uniform, the intuitive
understanding is to select the point with the lowest temperature every time. Generally, this greedy
selection method can only provide local optimal solutions. For (ii) consideration, weight analysis
is developed in the study to find feasible processing solutions. It is worth noting that generating a
sequence of paths requires the permutation algorithm. Since it needs to take n points out of n
points (full permutation), its time complexity is O(n!). For the data size of n = 48, it is impossible
to generate all paths for analysis, so a random algorithm is added to the study.
Fig. 6. 17 shows a simplified flowchart of obtaining one deposition path. Since the last welding
position on the substrate must be the point with the highest temperature gradient, the
the

deposition positions are the dominant decisions. The

and

deposition must be as far

away from them as possible.
Multiple points that meet the conditions will be recorded, and their proportion will be changed
according to set weight conditions, thereby increasing their probability of being randomly selected.
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When no point meets the dominant condition in the searching process, it will roll back to the result
of the previous layer and reduce the weight to re-select feasible points. Each point after being
selected is then removed from the result to avoid repeated picks during backtracking. If the result
of the previous layer is empty, the selection process will be abandoned, and the selection process
will be restarted from the first layer.

Fig. 6. 17. The brief flowchart of the selection process for the one-time deposition path.

It is worth noting that the model specifies the maximum number of iterations for a pathfinding
process. This is because the backtracking process is still an enumeration method. Assuming that a
selected path is unreliable at the beginning and the backtracking process occurs at the last few
points, then the time cost of the rollback process is unacceptable. Therefore, interrupting the
infeasible path selection in time and starting a new random selection process is a feasible solution.
In this study, a set of deposition paths that meet the requirements can be obtained every 200,000
iterations on average.
Due to the characteristic of the rectangle, each of generated paths excludes its rotation results
around the substrate center and symmetric results along all lines passing through the substrate
centroid axis.
Fig. 6. 18 depicts the variation of the temperature field gradient of the substrate along different
deposition paths with each deposition time set to 10 s: (i) Default path, which is directly generated
by the program [40]. It takes a unit as a whole to process them counterclockwise sequentially, and
each unit is processed sequentially from left to right according to the coordinates; (ii) Lowest
temperature priority path. After each welding cycle, it will traverse all the nodes on the substrate
and find a new deposition point with the lowest temperature and closest to the previous welding
point as the next welding position; (iii) Selected path generated via using the pathfinding method
mentioned in Fig. 6. 17.
In Fig. 6. 18, each strut is abstractly represented as its first-layer welding position (black point).
The numbered grid represents each strut’s processing order and indicates its build direction
according to the position (lower-left, upper-left, lower-right, upper-right) near the welding
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position. A coefficient is multiplied by the results to make the temperature field trend change more
apparent. Therefore, the numerical value is not comparable with the actual situation.

Fig. 6. 18. Temperature field gradient variation of the substrate with the (a) default path, (b) lowest
temperature priority path, and (c) selected path generated via using the pathfinding method.

Fig. 6. 19 compares the overall temperature variation of the substrate and the interlayer
temperature change for the subsequent deposition point.
The (i) default path gave the worst non-uniform results since it placed each welding point in close
proximity.
The (ii) lowest temperature priority path is consistent with the expected conjecture as its
temperature control performance in the early stage is the best among these three paths. An analysis
towards its deposition path reveals that it prefers to pick edge points on the substrate. However,
when the edge points are run out, it has to continuously select the welding points close to the
substrate center, which leads to a sudden increase in the temperature at the later stage of the
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deposition process.
Path (iii) gives a feasible deposition sequence with the most uniform temperature distribution
between each welding point. It deposits strut in a more dispersed manner, so the temperature
distribution on the substrate is more uniform, and the interlayer temperature of each strut is more
stable before welding starts. Based on this, the study adopted this optimized path to depositing
each layer for simulating the temperature field of the entire lattice structure.

Fig. 6. 19. Temperature field results in the substrate under three paths.
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6.5 FE analysis of the lattice structure
The study selected two different processing strategies to fabricate the lattice structures and
provided a comparison of their temperature field distribution results. The strategy I is to use the
default manufacturing path as illustrated in Fig. 6. 18 (a), with

set to a constant 10 seconds.

Strategy II is to use the optimized path obtained in Section 5.3. This strategy allocates the welding
period to 3 seconds (
time

) and at least 2 seconds to the idle time. Moreover, the idle

will be extended every second until the interlayer temperature is below 55°C.

It is worth noting that the proposed optimized path shown in Fig. 6. 18 (c) does not consider the
workbench kinematic constraints, so it needs to be further adjusted to match the actual
manufacturing process. For the lattice structure composed of pyramid units, two adjacent struts in
the unit have a 90 rotation difference on the z-axis, and two opposite struts have a 180 angle
difference. Obviously, the workbench only needs to be rotated 90° between every two deposition
processes, and the situation of rotating 180° needs to be avoided.

Fig. 6. 20. Optimized deposition sequence with workbench kinematic constraints.

Fig. 6. 20 depicts a brief workbench rotation process and presents the deposition path considering
kinematic constraints. The numbered grid shown in gray means that it takes 90° to rotate from the
previous welding position to here, while the numbered grid shown in white means that its building
direction is consistent with the previous welding position.
The optimization process refers to the rapidly-exploring random tree (RRT) algorithm added with
rotation angle limit. This method usually does not give the optimal deposition path with the fewest
number of rotations. Nevertheless, in this scenario, it just needs to find a path without 180°
rotation quickly, so it can be adapted to provide an efficient solution.
According to the simulation results, the total manufacturing time of strategy I on the lattice
structure is 19200 seconds (5.33 hours). Among the 1920-layer temperature results, there are 148
results where the strut interlayer temperature exceeds 55°C. These layers mainly appear in
~

layer on strut 17, 21, 29, 33, 41 and 45. The reason is that these struts are too close to
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the welding points of the last few depositions, which makes the residual interlayer heat higher.
When the strut height reaches 32 mm, they intersect with each other so that the heat can be
conducted to the substrate faster, thereby reducing the interlayer temperature. The highest
interlayer temperature occurs in the

layer of strut 21 and its overall temperature variation is

shown in Fig. 6. 21.

Fig. 6. 21. The interlayer temperature result of the strut

,

at each deposition process under the strategy

I selected.

It can be inferred from the strategy I that the formation of struts is basically not affected by the
interlayer temperature since most of the layers were welded at the interlayer temperature below
55°C, and the highest interlayer temperature was 57.2°C, which provides an acceptable formation
result. However, its manufacturing time of more than 5 hours shows low practicality, which still
needs to be further optimized.
The total manufacturing time of strategy II on the lattice structure is 12720 seconds (3.53 hours).
Since the interlayer temperature before each welding starts is limited below 55°C, the geometric
forming of the strut therein can be inferred to be very stable. The average deposition time per layer
is 6.625 seconds, which saves 33.75% of the time compared to the default path; that is, its
processing efficiency is increased by 51%.
The workpiece temperature field distributions at the end of the manufacturing process for the two
strategies are shown in Fig. 6. 22. This result demonstrates that a more dispersed deposition
sequence can effectively reduce processing time, thereby improving the timeliness of WAAM
processing lattice structures. By taking full advantage of the high design freedom of WAAM and
ensuring struts formation quality stable, improving its processing efficiency can significantly
enhance its industrial applicability in manufacturing lattice structures.
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Fig. 6. 22. Workpiece temperature field distribution at the end of the manufacturing process. (a) Using
strategy I, at 19200 s; (b) Using strategy II, at 12720 s.

6.6 Chapter summary
The chapter provides the strut formation control and processing time optimization strategy for
manufacturing lattice structures using the WAAM method. A strut-based workpiece was
fabricated, and its temperature history on specified points and the interlayer temperature change of
the strut were obtained. The digital model of it was built and validated in Ansys software. Based
on the results of experiments and simulations, the study draws the following conclusions:
1. The ER 4043 aluminum alloy has high thermal conductivity. The heat input applied to the strut
can be quickly transferred to the substrate and quickly dissipated through the surroundings.
Therefore, the substrate temperature can be stabilized at a lower temperature within a reasonable
heat input range during the manufacturing process.
2. The strut formation is susceptible to the interlayer temperature; higher values will increase its
layer diameter and reduce the layer height increment. The strut can be guaranteed to have a stable
geometric formation by controlling its interlayer temperature on the substrate to be lower than
55°C.
3. By selecting the more discrete fabrication sequence on struts and dynamically increasing the
deposition time of each layer, the overall processing time can be compressed while ensuring the
quality of strut formation. The total manufacturing time for depositing lattice structure via the
optimized path is 3.53 hours, saving 33.75% more time than the default path (5.33 hours).
Moreover, it can save more time as the size of the strut-based workpiece increases.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Recommendations
7.1 Conclusion
In this thesis, the fabrication strategies for intelligent wire arc additive manufacturing of wire
structures from CAD input to finished product were proposed and explicitly adapted to fabricate
freeform parts with wire structures composed of multiple struts.
Firstly, a strut-based bead modelling process was developed to accurately ascertain and predict the
optimal process parameters for the desired bead geometry of the strut. It realizes to find
corresponding strut geometric formation results according to the designated process parameters’
fingerprint feature, as well as to find a variety of feasible combinations of the process parameters
according to the specified strut geometric feature.
Subsequently, the fabrication program toward WAAM manufacturing of strut-based workpieces
was developed. The main module included the automated strut extraction from the input CAD
model, the sequence and slicing of the struts, and sequence optimization to avoid collision and
excessive overlapping at intersections. This entire process is performed automatically and hence
contributes to the ultimate goal of producing a collision-free, practical, and highly automated
process planning system for industrial application.
Finally, the thesis provides the strut formation control and processing time optimization strategy
for the developed WAAM fabrication strategies. Taking lattice structure as an example, by
selecting the more discrete fabrication sequence on struts and dynamically increasing the
deposition time of each layer, the overall processing time can be compressed while ensuring the
quality of strut formation. Moreover, it can save more time as the size of the strut-based workpiece
increases.

7.2 Future recommendations
At present, the strategy proposed by the thesis cannot realize the monitoring of the whole process.
When a welding defect occurs, the program can only give a reminder to the user but cannot correct
it in time before the defect occurs. As shown in Fig. 7. 1 (b), welding defects such as layer
collapse may occur randomly since there are many uncontrollable factors in the deposition process.
Moreover, the small deposition volume of the strut will exacerbate this phenomenon. Although the
system proposed by the study will detect this problem and make up for it in subsequent deposition
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processes, this defect still affects the aesthetics of the artwork and may also affect the engineering
performance of the industrial part.

Fig. 7. 1. Honeycomb-shaped wire structure. (a) the theoretical model, (b) an as-deposited part with a layer
collapse defect, and (c) the problem encountered in processing.

Fig. 7. 1 (c) highlights another problem in the fabrication process. Since the waiting time for each
layer set in the program is constant, the cooling time is not enough to cool down the workpiece to
a suitable temperature range due to the effect of heat accumulation. The additional heat build-up
affects the solidification process, and as a result, the build direction of the strut was observed to
droop somewhat. In more severe cases, the deposit was observed to spill off the build layer before
solidification. In order to address this problem, further research will employ a temperature camera
to monitor the interlayer temperature of the whole welding process and carry out secondary
development of related software to import its data into the fabrication program and dynamically
adjust the cooling time. However, for workpieces with complex structures, the realization of realtime temperature monitoring is still very challenging.

Fig. 7. 2. An overlapping phenomenon near the convergence node.

When processing the strut layer near the convergence point, it can be seen that they are stacked
one by one as the deposition process continue, as shown in Fig. 7. 2. This is because the last few
deposition layers of these struts have overlapping parts. As the strut gradually approaches, the
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overlapping part also gradually increases. Therefore, the depositing space of the later process strut
is occupied, causing the excess material to be “squeezed” out of the position where it should
appear. However, this problem can be solved very well in the integrated manufacturing process of
additive and subtractive, as it can be later post-processed by a milling cutter after the deposition is
completed to obtain a smooth surface with the desired height. Another critical problem of its
existence is expressed as shown in Fig. 7. 3 (b), the significant necking occurs at the intersection
due to modification of the size of the weld pool and modification of the cooling rate for the
desired strut diameter. To minimize the impact of this problem, the precise interlayer residence
time should be controlled to achieve a constant interlayer temperature and a stable fabrication
process, as in the study proposed in Chapter 6.

Fig. 7. 3. A diamond-shaped simple fabricated using WAAM: (a) geometrical modelling and (b) as-deposited
sample.

It is worth noting that the natural properties of the feedstock material may also determine the
deposition properties of the intersection. In general, the low thermal conductivity of the material
may allow larger melt pool sizes and longer times to form continuous geometries at intersections,
such as ER70S6 used in the thesis. It is well known that developing a viable WAAM process for
manufacturing strut-based structures is an interdisciplinary challenge involving material properties,
physical welding processes, and thermomechanical engineering. Nonetheless, this study develops
WAAM to overcome material processing limitations for highly complex component fabrication,
which expands the manufacturing scope of WAAM.
Further research aims to enhance the practicality of the proposed strategy and further develop the
robotic and CNC manufacturing system to deposit these wire structures reliably. The topology
optimization process will be regarded as a research and development focus to split the entire
workpiece into multiple independent regions, thereby reducing the time spent on processing
workpieces with high space complexity. The work will also expand reliable and robust algorithms
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to reduce the weight of physical workpieces or convert them into stable skeleton structures and
manufacture arbitrary workpieces that combine wire structures and thin-walled structures and
solid structures, etc.
Furthermore, research on WAAM of lattice structures is an interdisciplinary integration of
materials science, thermo-mechanical, and process planning. To meet the requirement of products
in the aerospace application, further understanding is required in the aspects of mechanical
properties and microstructures, as well as the post-finishing treatment of the additively
manufactured lattice structures.
Future work will also further increase the simulation speed and attempt to push the prediction
results for the subsequent few deposition layers to the user in real-time. Correspondingly, the
fabrication sequence will also be dynamically adjusted according to the simulation results to
enhance the adaptability of the proposed strategy. Fluid simulation software such as FLUENT will
be employed to explain the morphological changes of the molten pool during the welding process,
thereby improving the accuracy of the proposed model in describing the temperature field
distribution of the arbitrary strut-based workpiece.
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Appendices
Appendix 1
1.

Processing matrix data representation

Take the c60 shape as an example, The visual processing flow is shown in the figure below (top
view). Here we select the last processing sequence to describe the entire processing process.

The slice layer (strut) information of the strut

are represented as:

Table. A.5.1
s89 coordinate

s90 coordinate

s91 coordinate

x

y

z

x

y

z

x

y

z

0.00

-29.38

166.64

-24.27

16.56

166.64

24.27

16.56

166.64

0.00

-26.44

167.25

-21.84

14.91

167.25

21.84

14.91

167.25

0.00

-23.51

167.85

-19.42

13.25

167.85

19.42

13.25

167.85

0.00

-20.57

168.46

-16.99

11.59

168.46

16.99

11.59

168.46

0.00

-17.63

169.06

-14.56

9.94

169.06

14.56

9.94

169.06

0.00

-14.69

169.67

-12.14

8.28

169.67

12.14

8.28

169.67

0.00

-11.75

170.27

-9.71

6.62

170.27

9.71

6.62

170.27

0.00

-8.81

170.88

-7.28

4.97
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7.28
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i/v

0.00

-5.88

171.48

-4.85

3.31

171.48

4.85

3.31

171.48

0.00

-2.94

172.09

-2.43

1.66

172.09

2.43

1.66

172.09

0.00

0.00

172.69

0.00

0.00

172.69

0.00

0.00

172.69

Each row in the table represents a slice layer, and the distance between each adjacent slice layer is
3mm (program setting).
Since they have the same end points, they are put into the same deposition sequence
(sequence), as shown in the table below. In order, the columns in the table represent struts’
[1]: x coordinate [2]: y coordinate [3]: z coordinate
[4]: strut number
[5]: i direction [6]: j direction [7]: k direction, that is, build direction, vector.
Table. A.5.2 Process sequence 60
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-24.2705
-21.8435
-19.4164
-16.9894
-14.5623
-12.1353
-9.7082
-7.28115
-4.8541
-2.42705
0
24.2705
21.84345
19.4164
16.98935
14.5623
12.13525
9.7082
7.28115
4.8541
2.42705
0

-29.383
-26.4447
-23.5064
-20.5681
-17.6298
-14.6915
-11.7532
-8.8149
-5.8766
-2.9383
0
16.562
14.9058
13.2496
11.5934
9.9372
8.281
6.6248
4.9686
3.3124
1.6562
0
16.562
14.9058
13.2496
11.5934
9.9372
8.281
6.6248
4.9686
3.3124
1.6562
0

166.6412
167.2465
167.8518
168.4572
169.0625
169.6678
170.2731
170.8784
171.4838
172.0891
172.6944
166.6412
167.2465
167.8518
168.4572
169.0625
169.6678
170.2731
170.8784
171.4838
172.0891
172.6944
166.6412
167.2465
167.8518
168.4572
169.0625
169.6678
170.2731
170.8784
171.4838
172.0891
172.6944

ii / v

89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
24.2705
24.2705
24.2705
24.2705
24.2705
24.2705
24.2705
24.2705
24.2705
24.2705
24.2705
-24.2705
-24.2705
-24.2705
-24.2705
-24.2705
-24.2705
-24.2705
-24.2705
-24.2705
-24.2705
-24.2705

29.383
29.383
29.383
29.383
29.383
29.383
29.383
29.383
29.383
29.383
29.383
-16.562
-16.562
-16.562
-16.562
-16.562
-16.562
-16.562
-16.562
-16.562
-16.562
-16.562
-16.562
-16.562
-16.562
-16.562
-16.562
-16.562
-16.562
-16.562
-16.562
-16.562
-16.562

6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532

According to the methods mentioned in Section 5.3.3, the optimized processing sequence
(optsequence) removes duplicate deposition layer points and changes the strut deposition sequence
in the collision area from one by one to layer-by-layer. The last column in the table is used to
indicate to the user at which height the processing strategy is switched and how many collision
layers need to be processed. The torch radius set in the program is 15mm.
Table. A.5.3 Optimized process sequence 60
0
0
0
0
0
-24.2705
-21.8435
-19.4164
-16.9894
-14.5623
24.2705
21.84345
19.4164
16.98935
14.5623
0
-12.1353
12.13525
0
-9.7082
9.7082
0
-7.28115
7.28115
0
-4.8541
4.8541
0
-2.42705
2.42705

-29.383
-26.4447
-23.5064
-20.5681
-17.6298
16.562
14.9058
13.2496
11.5934
9.9372
16.562
14.9058
13.2496
11.5934
9.9372
-14.6915
8.281
8.281
-11.7532
6.6248
6.6248
-8.8149
4.9686
4.9686
-5.8766
3.3124
3.3124
-2.9383
1.6562
1.6562

166.6412
167.2465
167.8518
168.4572
169.0625
166.6412
167.2465
167.8518
168.4572
169.0625
166.6412
167.2465
167.8518
168.4572
169.0625
169.6678
169.6678
169.6678
170.2731
170.2731
170.2731
170.8784
170.8784
170.8784
171.4838
171.4838
171.4838
172.0891
172.0891
172.0891

89
89
89
89
89
90
90
90
90
90
91
91
91
91
91
89
90
91
89
90
91
89
90
91
89
90
91
89
90
91

0
0
0
0
0
24.2705
24.2705
24.2705
24.2705
24.2705
-24.2705
-24.2705
-24.2705
-24.2705
-24.2705
0
24.2705
-24.2705
0
24.2705
-24.2705
0
24.2705
-24.2705
0
24.2705
-24.2705
0
24.2705
-24.2705

29.383
29.383
29.383
29.383
29.383
-16.562
-16.562
-16.562
-16.562
-16.562
-16.562
-16.562
-16.562
-16.562
-16.562
29.383
-16.562
-16.562
29.383
-16.562
-16.562
29.383
-16.562
-16.562
29.383
-16.562
-16.562
29.383
-16.562
-16.562

6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532
6.0532

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
5
5
5

For the robotic WAAM system, the (x, y, z) coordinates of the welding torch are obtained by each
row (i, 1:3) in the optimized process sequence. The torch pose (q0, q1, q2, q3) is obtained by each
row (i, 5:7).
Considering that the adjustment of the robot posture is relatively simple, the thesis briefly
describes the method of rotating the TCP to the strut build direction here. The initial pose of TCP
is recorded in tooldata, which can also be found in the rapid program. For the method of
calculating TCP coordinates from geodetic coordinates, please refer to the ABB Robot User
Manual for details. In most cases, this method is redundant, so the thesis will not be repeated.

iii / v

For a strut, the vector of its build direction is (i, j, k), rewritten as a unit vector (a, b, c) as:

Define two process vectors:

Define two process parameters:

Record temporarily acquired quaternions:

The rotation matrix of Euler transform combined with quaternion is defined as,

The quaternion-to-rotation matrix that TCP itself has is defined as,

Adjust the TCP rotation pose to be consistent with the strut build direction, via

Therefore, the new pose (i.e., quaternion) obtained by TCP is defined as,

It can be verified that the new quaternion sum of squares is consistent with the previous one, via,

iv / v

For the generation of CNC code, since the workpiece coordinate system is being transformed,
while the welding torch remains vertical. So, the coordinates in the sequence also need to be
rotated to make their build direction vertical. The CNC optimized sequence (CNCsequence) is
shown in the table below. In order, the columns in the table represent rotated struts’
[1]: x coordinate [2]: y coordinate [3]: z coordinate
[4]: strut number
[5]: i direction [6]: j direction [7]: k direction
[8]: deposition sequence
[9]: z-rotate [10]:x-rotate

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

-304.02
-304.02
-304.02
-304.02
-304.02
-304.02
-304.02
-304.02
-304.02
-304.02
-304.02
-304.02
-304.02
-304.02
-304.02
-304.02
-304.02
-304.02
-304.02
-304.02
-304.02
-304.02
-304.02
-304.02
-304.02
-304.02
-304.02
-304.02
-304.02
-304.02

Table. A.5.4 CNC optimized process sequence 60
-106.22
89
0
0
30.00003
-103.22
89
0
0
30.00003
-100.22
89
0
0
30.00003
-97.22
89
0
0
30.00003
-94.22
89
0
0
30.00003
-106.22
90
0
0
29.99997
-103.22
90
0
0
29.99997
-100.22
90
0
0
29.99997
-97.22
90
0
0
29.99997
-94.22
90
0
0
29.99997
-106.22
91
0
0
29.99997
-103.22
91
0
0
29.99997
-100.22
91
0
0
29.99997
-97.22
91
0
0
29.99997
-94.22
91
0
0
29.99997
-91.22
89
0
0
30.00003
-91.22
90
0
0
29.99997
-91.22
91
0
0
29.99997
-88.22
89
0
0
30.00003
-88.22
90
0
0
29.99997
-88.22
91
0
0
29.99997
-85.22
89
0
0
30.00003
-85.22
90
0
0
29.99997
-85.22
91
0
0
29.99997
-82.22
89
0
0
30.00003
-82.22
90
0
0
29.99997
-82.22
91
0
0
29.99997
-79.22
89
0
0
30.00003
-79.22
90
0
0
29.99997
-79.22
91
0
0
29.99997

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
5
5
5

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
124.31
124.31
124.31
124.31
124.31
-124.31
-124.31
-124.31
-124.31
-124.31
0.00
124.31
-124.31
0.00
124.31
-124.31
0.00
124.31
-124.31
0.00
124.31
-124.31
0.00
124.31
-124.31

78.36
78.36
78.36
78.36
78.36
78.36
78.36
78.36
78.36
78.36
78.36
78.36
78.36
78.36
78.36
78.36
78.36
78.36
78.36
78.36
78.36
78.36
78.36
78.36
78.36
78.36
78.36
78.36
78.36
78.36

It is worth noting that the calibration of the coordinate system of the manufacturing system is not
provided in the program. In the experiment, the TCP quaternion reference to the robot flange is
(q0: 0.53087, q1: 0.30132, q2: 0.73390, q3:0.29795), and the CNC machining coordinate system
is offset by (x:216.321, y:-415.576, z:-526.930, A:0, C:0) relative to the spindle coordinate system.
When these variables are changed, these need to be manually modified by the user to ensure the
reliability of the subsequent fabrication process.

v/v

